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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive experimental study was conducted to investigate the response of 

sands subjected to simultaneous changes in pore pressure and volume under triaxial 

loading. In this study, three different types of strain increment paths, namely; (1) scaled 

volumetric strain (partially drained) paths, (2) constant strain increment ratio paths, and 

(3) non-linear strain increment ratio paths were investigated using a strain path controlled 

triaxial device.

The nature of instability and relationship between stress and strain increment 

directions are investigated for the above-mentioned loading paths. The test results 

indicate that undrained state does not represent the most damaging scenario under field 

loading conditions. Much lower shear strength than undrained strength was measured 

when the boundary conditions caused expansive volume changes. The directions of stress 

increment and strain increment vector were not coincident and the nature of stress 

increment vector was dependent not only on the strain increment vector, but also on the 

current effective stress state. These results suggest that a non-associated flow rule must 

be used when attempting to model the response of sands.
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a = taii\dq/dp), Stress increment direction, Deg

f i =tan \d£yd£v), Strain increment direction, Deg

4p ' Change of mean effective stress, kPa

Aq Change of deviatoric stress, kPa

AU Excess pore pressure, kPa

AUmax Maximum excess pore pressure, kPa

AV Voltage change, mV

AVt Total volume change, mm3

AVC Skelton volume change of specimen, mm3

AVm Volume change due to the membrane penetration, mm'

ASd Change of deviatoric strain, %

ASq Change of deviatoric strain, %

Asp Change of volumetric strain, %

ASv Change of volumetric strain, %

Constant strain increment ratio, [0]

Si Major principal strain, %

S3 Minor principal strain, %

Sa Axial strain, %

Sd =212>{si-£3), Deviatoric strain, %

£q =2/3(£>-£j), Deviatoric strain, %

Sr Radial strain, %

Sp = (e/+2ej), Volumetric strain, %
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Sv = (ei+2 s3), Volumetric strain, %

Elastic volumetric strain, [0]

< Elastic deviatoric strain, [0]

Plastic volumetric strain, [0]

Plastic deviatoric strain, [0]

Angle, Deg

$cv Friction angle at constant volume, Deg

<k Friction angle due to the particle crushing and rearrangement, Deg

<t>m Dilatancy friction angle, Deg

<f>min Friction angle at minimum effective confining stress, Deg

<j>MO Friction angle at maximum obliquity, Deg

<j)p Friction angle at peak shear strength, Deg

$peak Friction angle at peak strength, Deg

Sliding friction angle or Inter particle friction angle, Deg

7 Shear strain, %

K Recompression index, [0]

X Scaled volumetric factor, [0]

(0 Compression index, [0]

V Poisson’s ratio, [0]

M Specific volume, [0]

7 =q/p', Effective stress ratio, [0]

Tic Effective stress ratio at end of consolidation, [0]
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a Normal stress, kPa

<?a Total axial stress, kPa

o'a Effective axial stress, kPa

ac Confining stress, kPa

Or Total radial stress, kPa

O'r Effective radial stress, kPa

Ol' Major principal stress, kPa

_/ O Ic Major principal stress at consolidation, kPa

0 3' Minor principal stress, kPa

o'3c Minor principal stress at consolidation, kPa

o'd Deviatoric stress, kPa

T Shear stress, kPa

9 = tanA(q/p), Stress direction, Deg

II) ABBREVIATIONS

CSR Critical Stress Ratio

DPT Differential Pressure Transducer

DP VC Digital Pressure/Volume Controller

ESP Effective Stress Path

FSH Fully Strain Hardening

FSS Fully Strain Softening

LVDT Linear Variable Displacement Transducer

MO Maximum Obliquity
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PSS Partial Strain Softening 

PT Phase Transformation

QSS Quasi Steady State

SH Strain Hardening

SS Steady State

TSP Total Stress Path
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Analysis of the deformation problem of soils requires an understanding of the 

effective stress-strain response. Stability of an earth structure under a given load depends 

on the effective stress-strain behaviour of the soil. Basically, effective stress path of soils 

are influenced by the change of the total stress and excess pore pressure. During 

sudden/rapid loading, soils experience shear deformation under undrained loading 

condition. This causes changes in pore pressure and hence in effective stresses. These 

situations are typically associated with a reduction of shear strength and subsequently 

lead to excessive deformation. In general, soils behave as non-linear, inelastic materials 

and their behaviour may be time dependent.

Most of the field problems are generally approached as fully undrained or drained 

in practice. While this simplifies the solution process, it is far from reality. In the 

undrained condition, volume of the soil remains constant (dev=0 ) and pore pressure 

changes (dlteO) during the deformation. In the drained response, soil is considered to be 

fully draining (dev^O) and pore pressure of the sample remains constant (dU=0) during 

the deformation.

Saturated granular materials, such as sands and gravels are deemed to dissipate 

excess pore pressure immediately, if drainage is allowed. For the clay materials, excess 

pore pressure dissipation is a time dependent process even if they are open to free 

drainage. In most field situations however, the soil element drains and experiences

1
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changes in volume and pore pressure with time (dU*0, ds^O). This may be the case, 

even in granular materials that have high permeability depending on the loading rate.

Partial drainage refers to the situation where pore pressure develops in the soil 

combined with volume change. The response of the soil is neither fully drained nor 

undrained. Partial drainage occurs in the soil depending on the permeability of the soil, 

drainage boundary condition, and the loading rate. Consideration of appropriate level of 

drainage during deformation can lead to safe and economic designs.

In this study, behaviour of granular materials is investigated under simultaneous 

changes in pore pressure and volume. Simultaneous changes of pore pressure and volume 

can be simulated by injecting or extracting volume (pore water) from a saturated soil 

sample. Drainage conditions and level of drainage determine the strength of the soils 

during the deformation. According to the stress/strain paths, drainage conditions are 

defined as expansive, partial, or excessive in this thesis. Schematic illustration of the 

different drainage conditions are shown in Figure 1.1 both in terms of strain and stress 

paths.

• Zero drainage (Type 1): No volume inflow or outflow is allowed to the 

specimens. Test with the zero drainage represents the truly undrained behaviour. 

Short-term analysis, such as earthquake loading is generally simulated as 

undrained loading.

• Full drainage (Type 2): Volume is allowed to drain at constant pore pressure. This 

test represents the conventional drained behaviour of the soils. Long-term analysis 

is conducted as fully drained.

2
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Figure 1.1 Schematic illustration of conditions of drainage: strain paths and
stress paths
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• Partial drainage (Type 3): The drainage is allowed between zero drainage 

(undrained) and full drainage throughout the deformation. Strain path and stress 

path are bounded between two extremes of undrained and drained response.

• Expansive drainage (Type 4): Volume inflow is allowed to the sample. Stress path 

lies between undrained response and mean effective stress (s) axis. Volume 

inflow results in an increase in void ratio.

• Excessive drainage (Type 5): A larger volume of pore water than what drains 

during a fully drained test is extracted from the specimen. The stress path lies 

between mean effective stress (5) axis and fully drained response.

Saturated sand is tacitly assumed undrained during, and soon after an earthquake 

loading. Experimental and field studies by Seed (1987), Liu and Qiao (1984), and 

Whitman (1985) have demonstrated that drainage, howsoever small, does occur during 

the short duration of this loading.

A number of earth structures have suffered large displacements or collapsed 

following earthquakes. In most cases, the damage has occurred as a result of a large drop 

in the stiffness and strength of soil due to liquefaction.

Failure of the San Fernando Dam, California, USA, was observed following an 

earthquake. Even though the upper and lower dams were constructed with same 

materials, they reacted very differently during the San Fernando earthquake (1971). The 

crest of the upper dam of the San Fernando Dam moved downstream about 2m, while a 

flow slide on the upstream side of the lower dam, shortly after the severe shaking, 

removed the crest of the lower dam (Seed, 1973).

4
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A number of mine tailing dams have also failed or suffered severe damage 

following earthquakes. The classic examples are the Mochikoshi Dams in Japan, which 

failed during the 1978 Izu-Ohshim-Kinkai earthquake due to liquefaction induced flow 

slides resulting in release of the tailings. One dam failed during the shaking, while a 

second one failed twenty four hours later.

Natural soils are generally heterogeneous. Sands with seams of silt are 

encountered in many natural deposits. Delayed liquefaction has been observed on various 

occasions, where the redistributed pore water pressure caused liquefaction in critical parts 

of a saturated earth structure. This occurs due to the soil’s instability to sustain the initial 

static load during the deformation following the seismic loading. In such field situations, 

boundary conditions may lead to more damaging responses than undrained (Kokusho, 

1999).

When a saturated soil deposit in-situ is subjected to sudden loading (e.g. 

earthquakes), pore pressure may differ from place to place within the earth structure 

depending on the soil states and boundary conditions. When a pore pressure gradient 

exists in a heterogeneous soil structure, pore water migrates from one place to another 

within the soil deposit. This pore water migration may lead to volume inflow in some 

places and volume outflow in other places of earth structure. This activity has been called 

void redistribution by Idriss (2004). This scenario is schematically illustrated in Figure 

1.2 .

In the above mentioned scenario, pore pressure and volume changes occur 

simultaneously. Recent studies have revealed that small volume inflow could result in

5
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great loss of strength (Eliadorani, 2000). Material that may be dilative under undrained 

loading conditions may exhibit contractive behaviour due to volume inflow.

Earth
structure

Low excess pore 
pressure zone

Pore water 
migration^.

High excess pore 
pressure zone

Figure 1.2 Schematic illustration of pore water migration due to pressure 
gradient in a heterogeneous earth structure

These field situations can be studied in laboratory by changing the volume and 

pore pressure during the deformation. The objective of this thesis is to investigate the 

response of sands under partial and expansive drainage conditions by imposing a variety 

of strain paths under monotonic triaxial tests.

These experiments were carried out by a specially configured triaxial apparatus 

that permits stress, and strain controlled loadings both under the compression, and 

extension modes. This triaxial apparatus enables exploration of a variety of stress, and

6
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strain paths in addition to the typical drained and undrained ones that are permissible in a 

conventional triaxial device.

1.2 Objectives of the Research

There have been only a limited number of laboratory studies (e.g. Eliadorani, 

2000; Gananathan, 2002) on the behaviour of soils under the simultaneous change in 

volume and pore pressure. The scope in these studies has been limited. They assessed the 

response only under constant strain increment ratio paths. The actual paths in reality may 

be non-linear and quite varied from those found in the literature. The main objectives of 

the research are:

1. Investigate the partially drained response of hydrostatically consolidated sands 

under the monotonic loading.

• Access the influence of the level of partial drainage on minimum 

strength and other deformation characteristics of sand, and 

investigate the relationship between the direction of principal 

stress, strain, stress increment, and strain increment.

2. To examine the behaviour of saturated sands under contractive and dilative 

volumetric strains. Two different types of strain paths will be studied under the 

monotonic triaxial loading.

a. Constant strain increment ratio paths:

• A wide range of constant strain increment ratios (c) corresponding 

to contractive and dilative volumetric strain will be imposed to

7
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investigate the influence of amount of imposed volume, and rate of 

volume imposition on soil response,

b. Non-linear strain increment ratio paths:

• Non-linear strain increment ratio paths used in this thesis 

correspond to a rate of imposition that decreases with increasing 

axial strain. Similar reduction in flow rates would occur in field 

problems due to the change in pressure gradient.

1.3 Organization of the Work

The focus of the thesis is the evaluation of the monotonic loading behaviour of 

sands under simultaneous changes of pore pressure and volume. All of the technical 

information and the behaviour of sands under different types of strain paths noted above 

are discussed in this thesis.

Relevant historical background and motivation for the research are presented in 

the first chapter. Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature to highlight the current 

understanding of the stress-strain behaviour of the sands under various boundary 

conditions. Chapter 3 details the characteristics of the materials used, testing apparatus, 

test procedures and sample preparations. Chapter 4 discusses the laboratory experimental 

results. Overview of the available data is provided and results are discussed in detail. A 

summary and conclusions derived from the experimental work are presented in Chapter 

5.
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Chapter 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW

The behaviour of saturated sands under monotonic undrained, drained, and 

partially drained loading conditions, as well as general stress-strain responses of soils are 

reviewed in this chapter. This background will be useful to understand the behaviour of 

saturated granular materials under simultaneous changes of pore pressure and volume. 

Soils are very vulnerable to excessive deformation under undrained condition. As a 

result, extensive efforts have been made to analyze the behaviour of sands under the 

undrained loading. Most of the field problems are partially drained depending on the 

permeability of the soil, drainage boundary conditions, and loading rate. However, 

behaviour of the soils in a partially drained state has rarely been studied.

2.1 Monotonic Undrained Loading Behaviour

2.1.1 Type of Response

Undrained monotonic loading behaviour of saturated sands has been widely 

studied under different triaxial loading conditions by several researchers (e.g. Castro, 

1969; Lee and Seed, 1980; Chem, 1985; Vaid and Thomas, 1994). Three different types 

of stress-strain behaviour have been identified depending on initial state of stress and 

relative density of the soil specimen. Very loose sand responds as shown in Figure 2.1, 

type 1. Deformation following the peak is continued at constant void ratio, confining 

stress and shear stress. This behaviour has been called steady state of deformation or flow 

deformation. Castro called this behaviour “liquefaction" but it is commonly referred to as 

flow liquefaction (Casagrande, 1975; Seed, 1979) or true liquefaction (Chem, 1985) in

9
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recent times. In this type of behaviour, soil suffers unlimited deformation under constant 

stresses and volume.

Strain Hardeningt
e

CO
CO

2
COo

• eo
to
•5a?
Q

Quasi Steady State(QSS)

Steady State

Axial strain, ea

Figure 2.1 Characteristic behaviour of saturated sand under undrained 
monotonic loading (after Vaid and Chem, 1985) (a) stress-strain 
response (b) stress path
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Medium dense sand responds as shown in Figure 2.1, type 2. Initially, sand 

exhibits contractive behaviour until reaching minimum shear strength. In that sense, the 

behaviour is similar to that of loose sands during this early stage. After reaching the 

minimum shear stress, sand dilates and regains the shear strength. This type of behaviour 

has been called limited liquefaction by Castro (1969), and Vaid and Chem (1985), and 

partial liquefaction by Lee and Seed (1967).

The type 3 response shown in Figure 2.1 illustrates the behaviour of dense sand 

under the undrained loading. The sand does not exhibit any loss of strength during the 

deformation. Dense sand may initially show some contractive behaviour, but it typically 

exhibits dilative behaviour within very small strain levels. The main difference between 

type 1,2, and 3 is the strain softening response in type 1 and 2 compared to type 3.

The type of stress-strain behaviour exhibited is dependent on the initial state of 

the soil, which encompasses its relative density, confining stress, shear stress, fabric, and 

loading mode. The undrained response of given saturated sand under the same loading 

mode and same initial stress state may vary from type 1 to type 3 response due to 

increasing relative density. The loading mode, which is characterized by the direction of 

principal stress with respect to the bedding plane, also plays a key role in the response of 

the soil. Under triaxial extension loading mode, water deposited sands exhibit contractive 

behaviour for large range of void ratio compared to triaxial compression loading mode 

(Vaid et al., 1989). The sand at the same initial state may be dilative and hence the strain 

hardening in compression, but in extension it could be contractive and hence strain 

softening. This is a clear indication of stress path dependency and is a reflection of the 

anisotropic nature of natural sands (Oda, 1972).

1 1
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2.1.2 Peak State and Initiation of Strain Softening

The process of strain softening is initiated upon reaching the peak deviatoric 

stress state. The effective stress ratio corresponding to the peak deviatoric stress state has 

been called the Critical Stress Ratio (CSR) by Vaid and Chem (1983). There is a general 

agreement in the literature that this critical value of given sand is dependent on the 

loading mode. Some researchers (Chem, 1985; Kuerbis, 1989; Vaid et al., 1990) have 

concluded that CSR is a unique value for the water pluviated sand in triaxial compression 

test. However, Castro (1969) and Sladen et al. (1985) have reported that CSR is not 

unique for moist tamped specimens with different void ratio and confining stress level. 

These contrasting opinions suggest that CSR might be affected by the fabric of the soil. 

Further, Vaid et al.’s (1990) conclusion may have been influenced by the fact that water 

pluviated specimens rarely strain soften in triaxial compression. CSR values have been 

found to be dependent on the deposition void ratio in the triaxial extension and simple 

shear for water pluviated sands (Vaid and Thomas, 1994; Stedman, 1997). The CSR 

values in triaxial compression are considerably larger than those obtained from the 

triaxial extension and the simple shear.

2.13 Phase Transformation (PT) and Steady State (SS)

More attention has been paid to the behaviour of sands leading to the steady state 

(true liquefaction). Most of the understanding about the true liquefaction has been 

derived from the monotonic triaxial compression tests on the moist tamped specimen 

(Castro, 1969; Casagrande, 1975; Castro et al., 1982). Castro concluded that steady state 

deformation depends only on the void ratio.

12
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Phase Transformation (PT) is defined from the state of the excess pore pressure 

during the deformation. The instance of maximum pore pressure developed in the soil 

deformation has been called the phase transformation (Ishihara, 1975). Soil is contractive 

up to this point, and transforms into dilative beyond that, hence the name phase 

transformation. Termination of the contractive behaviour is depicted in the stress path by 

the knee shape turnaround.

The mobilized friction angle at the steady state (flow liquefaction), and the 

friction angle at the quasi steady state (limited liquefaction) have been shown to be 

essentially identical (Chem, 1985; Vaid and Thomas, 1994). This implies that Phase 

Transformation (PT) and Steady State (SS) can be treated within same framework in 

stress space even though their characteristics are quite different in shear stress-void ratio 

space. Mobilized friction angle at PT is a constant value for the given sand under variety 

of conditions (Chem, 1985; Vaid and Thomas, 1994; Stedman, 1997). The friction angle 

at PT is only dependent on the soil mineralogy and is equal to the constant volume 

friction angle under the drained condition (Neguessy, 1986).

2.2 Monotonic Drained Loading Behaviour

2.2.1 Type of Response

Behaviour of sands under the drained condition was studied by many researchers 

(e.g. Renolds, 1885; Casagrade, 1936; Lee and Seed, 1967; Negussey et al., 1987). 

Typical behaviour of the sand under the drained condition is shown in Figure 2.2. The 

Type 1 represents the behaviour of loose sand, and it exhibits only volume contraction.

13
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The Type 2 shows the behaviour of dense sand. Dense sand initially exhibits volume 

contraction and subsequently volume expansion.

Stress-strain behaviour of loose sand (Type 1) is different from the denser one. 

For loose sand, shear stress increases gradually and reaches a constant value at large 

shear strains. Volume of sand decreases and remains constant at large strain. This 

constant state is called critical state. At this state, interlocking between the particles is 

very small.

After the rapid increase in shear stress, peak deviatoric stress is observed for 

dense sand (Type 2), then shear stress decrease with increasing shear strain. At large 

shear strain, dense sands reaches a constant shear state/critical state. Dense sands exhibit 

volume contraction and dilation. The volumetric behaviour of the dense specimen can be 

divided into three different stages: initial (before peak), peak, and constant volume (post 

peak regime). In the initial stage of loading, a small decrease in volume is observed 

(contraction), and then it is followed by considerable volume increase (dilation).

The earliest study regarding the volume change during the shear deformation was 

made by Renolds in 1885 who demonstrated that dense sand dilates when sheared. In 

1936, an experimental study was carried out by Casagrande who concluded that the angle 

of friction, <j>max is dependent on the void ratio. Based on the observation, it was observed 

that dense sand dilates during the shearing and exhibit a higher friction angle compared to 

loose sand. Loose sands contract during the shearing and develop a much lower friction 

angle. Furthermore, the “critical void ratio” at which sand shears with no volume changes 

decreases with increasing confining pressure of the sand.

14
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Figure 2.2 Typical behaviour of saturated granular materials at loose and 
dense state during triaxial compression

In 1948, Taylor demonstrated the influence of the void ratio on the angle of 

friction of sand. Based on the results, it was suggested that part of shear stress required to 

cause the failure of dense sand is used to provide the energy for the expansion of sand 

against the confining pressure and concluded that shearing resistance is a combination of 

friction and volume change components. An expression was derived to determine the 

volume change component of shear strength in direct shear test as given below.

15
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dh
t ., = cr„ — (2 .1 )

In which rc.=shear stress required to provide the energy for the expansion, <r„=applied 

normal stress, <iv=increment of shear deformation, dh= corresponding increment in 

thickness of sample.

Subsequently, Bishop (1954) derived a relationship to determine the portion of 

applied deviatoric stress required for volume change during the triaxial compression test 

as given below.

(2.2)

In which <rc= deviatoric stress required for volume change, <73=confining pressure, 

d V = Incremental increase in volume, F=Volume of sample, £, incremental increase 

in axial strain.

2.2.2 Mohr-Coulomb Theory

Stress state of the soil in each plane at every stage can be expressed using Mohr 

circles. Shear strength of the soil is usually represented using Mohr-Coulomb theory. As 

shown in Figure 2.3, friction angle of the granular materials can be calculated using the 

slope of the tangent line to the circles at a given state. For engineering purposes, friction 

angle at peak or at constant volume are estimated for the granular materials.

The friction angle at peak shear stress, <j)p can be calculated in a drained test in terms of 

effective stresses as

(2.3)

16
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Similarly, friction angle at constant volume, <j>cv is given

In which subscript p and cv denote peak stress and constant volume states respectively.

Figure 2.3 Mohr circle representation of stress state

2.2.3 Dilatancy

Dilatancy is defined as volume change associated with the application of shear 

stress. Volume increment or expansion is referred to as positive dilation and volume 

decrement or contraction is referred to as negative dilation. Amount of dilatancy is 

dependent on the particle interlocking, which depends on the fabric of the sand.

2.2.3.1 Rowe’s Stress Dilatancy Theory’

Stress dilatancy relation proposed by Rowe (1962) states that the shear resistance 

of a granular material can be represented by the mobilized friction angle. The mobilized 

friction angle can be governed by three main components: Sliding friction/inter particle

Oj

Normal stress, a
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friction (fa), Dilatancy (fa), and Crushing and rearrangement of particles (fa). Friction 

may be considered essentially constant though it may be slightly affected by the changing 

of confining pressure and crushing of particles. Figure 2.4 shows graphical explanation of 

the above-mentioned three factors. Rowe proposed that ratio between work done by the 

driving stress and work done by driven stress is constant (K) for any strain increment. 

The constant K is the function of friction angle.

1 + s in ^
K =

1 -  sin fa-
(2.5)

In which faM <faf<facv.

Dilation XV

Rearrangement

f Crushing

True friction (sliding/inter 
particle friction)

Initial porosity, n

Figure 2.4 Contributions to shear strength of granular materials (modified 
from Rowe, 1962; as presented by Mitchell, 1993)
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2.2.4 Stress-Strain-Volume Change Characteristics in Triaxial Drained Test

A brief study was carried out on sands under the triaxial drained condition by Lee 

and Seed in 1967. Based on the results, it was concluded that increasing confining 

pressure has three effects on behaviour of the dense and loose sand: (i) it reduces the 

brittle characteristics of the stress-strain curve; (ii) it increases the strain to failure; and 

(iii) it decreases the tendency to dilate. At low confining pressure, the tendency for the 

dilation of loose sands is not as strong as the dense sands, while at high pressures the 

compression tendency is higher. Furthermore, an interesting observation was made by 

Lee and Seed that for various levels of confining pressure, failures during the shearing 

have occurred at the same void ratio even though initial void ratios may be widely 

different.

It was noticed by Lee and Seed that for all initial densities, the failure envelopes 

become progressively flatter from low to high confining pressure until a certain level of 

confining pressure. For further increment of confining pressure from that certain level, 

the slope of Mohr envelope of failure begins to get steeper again. At very high confining 

pressure, it becomes essentially a constant slope, which if extended backwards would 

approximately pass through the origin. The loose and dense sand have significant 

difference in friction angle at low confining pressure. However, this difference becomes 

increasingly less significant as the confining pressure increases.

2.2.5 Failure at Constant Volume

Researchers were interested in studying the factors, which contribute to the 

strength of sand under the drained condition with no volume change. The Rowe’s
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dilatancy expression provides a method of estimating the friction angle for condition of 

shear at constant volume. Experimentally, Lee and Seed investigated the friction angle at 

failure during no volume change condition. The void ratio at which sand fails with no 

volume change for a certain confining pressure is called the critical void ratio. The 

confining pressure at which sand undergoes to the failure with no volume change for a 

certain initial void ratio is called the critical confining pressure.

Lee and Seed estimated the critical void ratio experimentally for a certain initial 

void ratio, by shearing at a range of confining stresses. Volumetric strain at failure was 

plotted against the confining pressure as shown in Figure 2.5(b). Critical void ratio is 

predicted with volumetric strain corresponding to the zero volumetric strain as shown in 

Figure 2.5(a).

Looser sand at lower confining pressure fails at constant volume following 

contraction. The critical confining pressure, critical void ratio, and strength at constant 

volume are less than that of dense sample. Sand at any initial void ratio can be sheared 

with no volume changes at failure by applying the appropriate confining pressure (Lee 

and Seed, 1967). The critical confining pressure and critical void ratio for the sand are 

uniquely related to each other, and are completely independent of the initial void ratio of 

the test specimen. For loose sand, critical void ratio varies considerably with small 

changes in confining pressure, and for the dense sand, small changes in void ratio causes 

large changes in critical confining pressure.
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Figure 2.5 Conditions at failure during drained test (after Lee and Seed, 1967)

2.2.6 Constant Volume Friction Angle

At large strains, sands shear at constant volume and stresses. The friction angle at 

constant volume is called constant-volume friction angle. This stage of deformation is 

commonly referred to as the critical state. The constant volume friction angle is lower 

bound of the shear resistance. Constant volume at critical state may be considered as the 

counterpart of constant pore pressure condition at steady state for undrained deformation. 

Castro (1969) has suggested that friction angle at steady state and critical state has close 

correspondence. Mobilized friction angle at phase transformation in undrained loading 

condition is identical to friction angle mobilized at maximum volume contraction in 

drained shear (Luong, 1980).
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Negussey et al. (1987) have also reported that friction angle at constant volume is 

lower bound on the shear resistance and constant volume friction angle is independent of 

particle size, confining pressure, and density. The friction angle at constant volume was 

not affected noticeably by the presence of pore water. Furthermore, the mobilized friction 

angle at maximum volume contraction is dependent on initial density and confining 

pressure, and this angle may be close for an initially loose state. They have found that 

friction angle at phase transformation and steady state has close agreement with critical 

state. They have concluded that steady state and critical state friction angles are identical 

and unique to a granular material.

23 Partially Drained Behaviour

Drainage condition, which is not completely undrained or drained, is referred to 

as partially drained in the literature (Vaid and Eliadorani, 2000). Only a few studies have 

been carried out on the behaviour of granular materials under partially drained 

conditions. Fully drained, undrained, and partially drained paths are illustrated in the 

schematic diagram in Figure 2.6. Fully drained stress paths are illustrated as 4, 4' and 3, 

3'. The total stress paths are parallel to the effective stress path when the response is fully 

drained. In this case, do=da' and du=0. If they are not parallel (dazdadu#Q ), the 

response should be regarded as partially drained (3, !')• Undrained response (3, 2') is a 

special case with non-parallel total and effective stress paths in which volume change is 

zero.

The degree of drainage is generally controlled by using a Digital Pressure/Volume 

Controller (DPVC). Vaid and Eliadorani (2000) assessed the partially drained behaviour
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of sands under the constant strain ratio paths (constant ratios between axial strain and 

volumetric strain).

Partially drained condition may result in a more damaging response than the 

undrained or drained response. Vaid and Eliadorani (1998) demonstrated experimentally 

that very small amount of expansive volumetric strain may transform strain hardening 

behaviour of undrained state into strain softening behaviour. They also demonstrated that 

very small amount of excessive (contractive) drainage may transform undrained strain 

softening behaviour into strain hardening behaviour.

2.4 Elastic and Plastic Model for Soils

Deformation of a soil element consists of recoverable (elastic) and irrecoverable 

(plastic) deformation as noted in Equation 2.6.

As = A s c + A s p (2.6)

In which the superscripts e and p denote elastic and plastic deformation.

Original attempts for modeling the response of soils were based on the elastic 

deformation only. Vermeer and de Borst (1984) have established an elastic and rigid 

plastic model of soil behaviour and this type of model is still widely used in practice. But, 

the current trend of modeling is to establish a general elastic and plastic model to 

characterize the behaviour.
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Figure 2.6 Undrained, fully drained and partially drained effective stress paths 
and the associated strain paths (after Eliadorani, 1998)
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Researchers have considered soil behaviour as elastoplastic and several models 

have been established accordingly. To determine the elastoplastic model for the soils, the 

characteristics of both the elastic and plastic deformation must be established. 

Expressions of plastic potential, yield function, and hardening rule have to be chosen for 

the determination of plastic deformation. In soil modeling, prediction of the yield 

function and plastic potential are critical problems but many researchers have assumed 

simply that, yield function and plastic potential coincide. This assumption makes 

development of elastoplastic models relatively easy. Unfortunately, the models based on 

the assumption do not provide a very good quantitative prediction in several cases.

2.4.1 Stress-Strain Response of Soils

In design problems in soil mechanics, the amount of permissible deformation is 

often used as a safeguard against complete collapse. Analysis of the stress-strain 

behaviour yield very useful information that is required to determine the deformation for 

a given load. Soils exhibit non-linear behaviour as shown in Figure 2.7 where OA is 

loading response, AB is unloading response and BC is reloading response. Strain 

occurred during the loading phase consists of recoverable (elastic) and irrecoverable 

(plastic) deformation.

2.4.2 Elastic Deformation

Elastic (recoverable) deformation of soil is easier to determine and comprehend 

than plastic. Elastic analysis of soil involves two parameters (Young’s modulus and bulk 

modulus), if the material may be assumed isotropic.
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Figure 2.7 Idealized stress-strain curves of an elastoplastic material (Soil)

2.4.2.1 Modulus of Soils

For the non-linear material, either the tangent shear modulus or secant shear 

modulus or both can be determined from the shear stress-strain relationship. The tangent 

elastic modulus is the slope of tangent at the considered point of the stress strain curve as 

shown in Figure 2.8. The secant modulus is the slope of the line of joining the origin to 

considered point as shown in Figure 2.8.

Bulk modulus (K) can be determined using Equation 2.7 if the values of Young's 

modulus (£) and Poisson's ratio ( v) are known. Both of the parameters can be determined 

using unloading-reloading in a typical triaxial test.

K =-------------------------------   (2.7)
3(1- 2k )
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Tangent shear modulus, Glan

Secant shear modulus, Gsec

Shear strain, y

Figure 2.8 Shear stress-shear strain response of an elastoplastic 
material (Soil)

2.4.2.2 Elastic Volumetric Strain and Elastic Shear Strain

The relationship between strain increment and stress increment can be given in 

the format as given below, if the elastic properties of the soil are known. It is generally 

assumed that the soil behave isotropically and elastically within the yield surface.

r * ; l "i / a:' 0 fdp"

1
*

 
O

’

*
1 0 1/3 G'

In which K ' and G 'are bulk modulus and shear modulus respectively in terms of the 

effective stresses. dsep and 8e* are elastic volumetric strain and elastic deviatoric strain 

respectively.

The recoverable (elastic) volumetric strains are only dependent on the mean

effective stress (p ')• Calculation of the elastic volumetric strain within the yield surface is

possible, if the history of the normal compression is available. Figure 2.9 shows the
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history of the normal compression. Incremental volumetric elastic strain is given by the 

equation below.

From the unloading/reloading line

5/j ‘ = - k  ln(l + ̂ - )  (2.9)
P'

In which dp - P  'b-P a and P -P  a-

Divide Equation 2.9 by specific volume, p  and by considering compressive strains 

positive.

& ; = - ln(l + ̂ )  (2.10)
M P

Bulk Modulus, K can be calculated using Equation 2.8 and Equation 2.10. If Poisson’s 

ratio is known then shear modulus is calculated using Equation 2.11.

C, = 3(IZV)£  
2(1 + »')

Elastic shear strain can be calculated using Equation 2.8.

2.43  Plastic Deformation

A critical requirement in modeling the behaviour of soils using elastoplastic 

models is to determine the states during which the deformation will consist of both elastic 

and plastic components. The concept of the yield surface is used to delineate these zones. 

In addition, plastic potential and flow rule play a key role in the estimation of the amount 

of plastic deformation.
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Figure 2.9 Normal Compression Line (NCL), yield surface and
associated Unloading-Reloading Line (URL) (modified 
from Wood, 1990)

2.4.3.1 Yield Surface

The locus of the stresses, at which a material yields is called yield as surface. 

Stress states below the yield surface result in elastic deformations and stress state on the 

yield surface cause plastic response. Stress increment on the yield surface consists of 

recoverable (elastic) and irrecoverable (plastic) deformation. Figure 2.10 shows the
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schematic illustration for the yield surface. Many researchers (e.g. Poorooshasb, 1971, 

Tatsuoka and Ishihara, 1974 and Nova and Wood, 1978) have attempted to establish the 

yield surface using triaxial test for the soils.

As the yield surface is reached, it starts to change. It is axiomatic that a stress state 

can lie on or out the previous yield surface, but current yield surface never be inside the 

previous yield surface.

2.43 .2  Plastic Potentials

Plastic potential is used to construct a simple model for material behaviour from 

the observations of the response of simple mechanical system. Plastic deformations are 

characterized based on the stress state at which yielding of the soil occurs, rather than on 

the route by which stress state is reached, (i.e. only, the current state is considered, but 

not the history.)

Yield
surface Elastoplastic region

Elastic region

Figure 2.10 Regions of elastic and elastoplastic deformation
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Considering the point A in stress state in p', q plot in Figure 2.11, deformation 

components at this state consist of both recoverable (elastic volumetric strain, and elastic 

shear strain) and irrecoverable (plastic volumetric strain and plastic shear strain) 

deformation. Two components of the plastic strain can be plotted at A with the axis 

parallel to p  'and q.

Yielding occurs under many combinations of stresses in the history of soil, but for 

each combination, a vector of plastic strains can be drawn as shown in Figure 2.11. 

Tangent line can be drawn through each point orthogonal to the corresponding strain 

increment vector. Figure 2.11 shows that these lines joined to form a family of curves to 

which the plastic strain increment vectors are orthogonal. These curves are called plastic 

potentials.

Yield
surface

q

potential

tP

Figure 2.11 Plastic strain increment vectors and family of plastic potential curves
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2.4.3.3 Normality and Associated Flow

Development of a model to describe the observed patterns of response is a great 

advantage for engineering analysis. Generally, two functions, Yield function and Plastic 

potential function, have to be generated to describe the plastic response. If the yield 

surface and plastic potential are assumed the same for a given material, the number of 

functions required is reduced to one.

If the yield and plastic potential surfaces are identical for a material, then that 

material obeys the normality postulate. Accordingly, the direction of plastic strain 

increment vector is outward normal to the yield surface. This material is said to follow 

the associated flow rule. According to the associated flow rule, the nature of the plastic 

deformations or flow is associated with the yield surface of the material. For the soils, 

plastic potentials and yield surfaces are not identical. However, normality is a convenient 

assumption and has been successfully used to model the behaviour of clays.

2.43.4 Plastic Volumetric Strain and Plastic Strain Hardening

Stress changes outward the yield locus must generate a new locus. An assumption 

has to be made about the shape of new yield locus. It has been assumed that 

preconsolidation pressure does not affect the shape of new yield locus. The shape of the 

new yield locus has been considered the same as the current with only its size changing, 

based preconsolidation pressure. This assumption is a convenient one but not necessary.

As noted earlier, the total volumetric strain consists of two parts: recoverable part 

(elastic) and the unrecoverable part (plastic). From the critical state model, plastic strain 

can be calculated using Figure 2.12. Total volumetric strain is given by Equation 2.12.
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Elastic volumetric strain is given by Equation 2.13

(2.13)

In which e0 is the initial void ratio.

The plastic volumetric strain is therefore equal to

(2.14)

2.43.5 Plastic Deviatoric/Shear Strain

To find the plastic deviatoric/shear strain, yield surface and plastic potential need 

to be determined. It has been assumed in common practice that they coincide, (i.e that the 

associated flow rule applies). Under such assumption, the direction of plastic strain 

increment vector will be perpendicular to the yield surface.

Tangent to the yield function is defined as below

So, plastic shear/deviatoric shear strain is given by Equation 2.16

dp
dq

(2.16)
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Figure 2.12 Expansion of yield locus corresponding change in unloading- 
reloading line (modified from Wood, 1990)
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2.5 Strain Increment and Stress Increment Directions

Better understanding of the mechanical behaviour of the elastoplastic materials 

can be realized, only if the relationship between stress and strain or more importantly the 

relationship between stress increment and strain increment has been established. Based 

on the previous review, it should be noted that the strain increments are directly 

dependent on the elastic and plastic properties of the material.

2.5.1 Stress and Strain Parameters

Some parameters introduced in this section are identical to those in elastoplastic 

modeling of clays (Cam Clay theory, Schofield and Worth, 1968). Figure 2.13 shows the 

schematic explanation of stress and stress increment direction.

Stress Path

Tangent at p',q
p'.q

Figure 2.13 Schematic illustration of stress increment direction
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Figure 2.13 schematically illustrates the angles in stress space (p'-q).

f  j \
Stress increment direction, a  = tan dq_ 

\dp j
and

Stress direction, 6  = tan
\ r  J

The angles a  and 0are measured counter clockwise with axis of p  'or Ap '.

Figure 2.14 schematically illustrates the angles in strain space (sx-sj).

Stress increment direction, f i  = tan
f  j  \de.

\ d£. j

The angle fi is measured counterclockwise and with the axis of ev or Acv as depicted in 

Figure 2.14. In triaxial testing condition, principal axis of the stress and strain 

coincides.

Strain Path

Tangent at ev, £d

Volumetric strain, sv

Figure 2.14 Schematic illustration of strain increment direction
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2.5.2 Loading and Unloading

Loading and unloading zones are defined in stress space below. Loading and 

unloading is predicted by the increment style of q and 7 . Only monotonic increment of 

both q and 7  is considered as loading. Other combinations of q and 7  is considered as 

unloading phase.

As shown in Figure 2.15, loading paths are classified with the range of a. For 

loading stress path A, a  is between 9 to 90°. Both q and p '  are increasing monotonically 

with increasing stress ratio (7 ). For loading path B, a  ranges between 90° to 180°. q 

increases and p  'decreases with increasing 7 .

*+1(3I
Stress path A11

Stress path B

Figure 2.15 Schematic illustration of loading phase in p'-q stress space, when 
a=0 to 90° and 90° to 180°
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For unloading stress path C as shown in Figure 2.16, a  is between 180°+# to 

270°. q and p ' decrease simultaneously. At the same time, 77 decreases. For unloading 

path D as shown in Figure 2.16, a  is ranged between 270° to 360°. In this case, q 

decreases and p ' increases. So, 77 automatically decreases.

01
6
11

Stress path C
Stress path D

etcotD

C s  p 'c ,q c

Figure 2.16 Schematic illustration of unloading phase in p'-q stress space, 
when a= (180°+$ to 270° and 270° to 360°

For unloading stress path E as shown in Figure 2.17, a  is between 0 and 0 

degrees, q and/?'increase simultaneously. For unloading path F as shown in Figure 2.17, 

a  is ranged between 180 to 180+0degrees. In this situation, both q and p  'decrease but 77 

decreases. So, stress paths A, and B shown in Figure 2.15 will be considered as loading 

and others unloading.
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Stress path E
c

Stress path F
Ap'

Figure 2.17 Schematic illustration of unloading phase in p -q stress space,
when a= 0 ° to 0 and 180° to (180°+$

2.6 Review of Triaxial Apparatus

During the early history of soil mechanics, direct shear test was the most popular 

soil testing method. The development of cylindrical compression tests is an attempt to 

overcome some of the severe disadvantages of the direct shear test. This has led to the 

triaxial test, which is by far a more widely used soil test than direct shear or any other 

tests in current practice. The triaxial test is more complicated than the direct shear but it 

is more versatile. The drainage can be controlled quite well, and stress concentrations are 

significantly less compared to direct shear test. The failure plane is predetermined during 

the direct shear test. In the triaxial test, the failure plane is not fixed during the 

deformation and it can change based on material properties. Stress paths to failure can be
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controlled reasonably well, which means that complex stress paths encountered in the 

field can more effectively be simulated in the laboratory with the triaxial test. However, 

it is important to recognize that condition in a triaxial test is axisymmetric and this limits 

the nature of stress paths that can be followed. Drainage conditions or paths followed in 

the triaxial test represent specific critical design situations required for the analysis of 

stability in engineering practice.

The first liquefaction study using the triaxial apparatus was performed by Seed 

and Lee in 1967. For two decades, triaxial apparatus has been used for the majority of 

soil testing because the equipment is commonly available and testing procedure is simple 

and straightforward compared to the more general three-dimensional loading devices. 

Triaxial testing is performed on a tall cylindrical soil sample which is surrounded by a 

non-reinforced latex membrane. During the deformation, vertical load is generally 

applied with constant lateral confining pressure.

Depending on whether the vertical stress is increasing or decreasing compared to 

the lateral stress, a triaxial test may be termed triaxial compression test or extension test. 

In both compression and extension tests, vertical and horizontal stress directions coincide 

with the major principal stress and minor principal stress direction or vice versa. The 

triaxial stress path can be understood clearly by using the Mohr's circle analysis, as 

shown in Figure 2.18. In both isotropic and anisotropic cases, it can be noticed that there 

is an instantaneous rotation of the principal direction by 90° when the axial deviatoric 

stress reverses the direction. Initially, the direction of major principal stress is generally 

vertical, but principal axis rotation occurs when horizontal stress overtakes the vertical 

stress.
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Stresses during triaxial tests consolidated (1) isotrcpically (2) anisotropically
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(1) If cr'ver  ̂ (a)

(2) If ct' ic- cT'dcv<o'c

I f a rvcrt> a rc(c) 

If a'ic- C7'd,:v> a'c

Rotation of principal axes in triaxial testing 

Figure 2.18 Stress states during triaxial testing (after Harder, 1988)
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These types of 90° jump rotation in principal stress directions cannot be expected 

in the field problems. Axis of principal stress rotation in the field is generally smooth and 

continuous.

In addition, boundary conditions in a triaxial test are not entirely representative of 

the actual field conditions. In the field, lateral deformation is generally not allowed but in 

triaxial test, lateral deformation is generally not avoidable. As result of the geometry of 

the sample, the failure plane is defined at angle of 45+^2 for frictional Mohr-Coulomb 

materials, but in the field, failure may not be limited to a particular plane during the 

deformation.

The influence of value of intermediate principal stress, cr, cannot be evaluated in 

a triaxial test because of either cr:=cr, or cr=er,. In field problems, which often approximate 

the conditions of plane strain, <j: may be significantly higher than cr,. This will influence 

the friction angle (Uthayakumar and Vaid, 1998). Principal stress directions may remain 

fixed in a monotonic triaxial test.

The influence of end restraint (end caps) causes some non-uniform stresses, pore 

pressures, and strains in the test specimens. As a result, bulging during the compression 

test, or necking in extension tests may occur at large strain. The effect of end restraint on 

the strength is less when a height to diameter ratio of two or larger is used (Taylor, 1948; 

Bishop and Green, 1965; Lade, 1982).
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Chapter 3 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

This chapter details the experimental work carried out in pursuit of the objectives 

identified at the end of Chapter 1. It includes a description of the materials tested, testing 

apparatus, specimen preparation, discussion on the test errors, and steps taken to 

minimize the errors. Additionally, typical experimental results are shown to demonstrate 

the consistency and repeatability of the test methods. An outline of the membrane 

penetration correction method that was used for this study is given at the end.

3.1 Material Tested

The specimens studied in this research were reconstituted using two different 

sands, namely; Silica sand and Fraser River sand. These sands consist of different 

mineralogy and particle characteristics, and they were used to assess and compare the 

effects of particle shape characteristics on the measured response.

3.1.1 Silica Sand

The Silica sand is commercially available sand obtained from Ottawa, Illinois, 

and it is known under the ASTM designation C778. The Silica sand is poorly graded 

(well sorted) with sub-rounded quartz particles. The specific gravity of the Silica sand is 

2.66 (determined using ASTM D854). Particle size distribution of the Silica sand is 

shown in Figure 3.1. Sieve analysis was conducted following the ASTM D422. 

Following details about the Silica sand are obtained from the particle size distribution 

plot. Average particle size, Z>5o=0 .4 3 mm, uniformity coefficient C„=1.93, and coefficient
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of curvature, Ct=1.15. The maximum and the minimum void ratios, determined using 

ASTM D4252 and D4253, are <?mat=0.723 and em,„=0.478. In the experimental work on 

the Silica sand, the void ratio is maintained at initial void ratio of ep0.664±0.005.

Figure 3.2 shows the isotropic loading and unloading/reloading characteristic of 

loose Silica sand in e-log(cr'i) space. The compression and recompression index are 

*y=0.017 and k=0 .0 1 0 , respectively.
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Figure 3.1 Grain size distribution curve of Silica sand
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Figure 3.2 Isotropic loading and unloading/reloading (elastic) response of 
Silica sand in (e-loga'i) space

3.1.2 Fraser River Sand

Fraser River sand was obtained from the Fraser Delta in British Columbia. The 

sand was wet-sieved through 0.075 mm sieve (#200 sieve) to remove the fine particles 

prior to testing. This was considered essential to enable the preparation of uniform 

specimens. Particle size distributions of as received sand and the wet sieved through the 

#200 sieve are shown in Figure 3.3. Fraction of coarser particles larger than 0.850 mm 

(#20 sieve) is negligible and fraction of fine particles less than 0.075mm (#200 sieve) is
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less than 2%. Maximum and minimum void ratio of the Fraser River sand, determined 

from ASTM D4252 and D4253, are eOTav=0.806 and em;„=0.509, respectively. The 

following information is obtained using ASTM standards for the Fraser River sand after 

the wet sieving. Average particle size, Z)j«=0.28mm, uniformity coefficient, C„=2.92 and 

coefficient of curvature, C<=1.27. The specific gravity of the Fraser River sand is 2.67. In 

the experimental work on the Fraser River sand , the void ratio is maintained at initial 

void ratio of e/=0.747±0.005 (before the consolidation process).

a - As received 
a - Processed Sand Silt

Coarse CoarseMedium MediumFine
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Partide diameter (mm)

Figure 3.3 Grain size distribution curve of Fraser River sand
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Isotropic loading and unloading/reloading characteristic of loose Fraser River 

sand is illustrated in e-log(a'i) space in Figure 3.4. The compression and recompression 

index are tu=0.031 and k=0 .0 1 0 . respectively.

0.76

Dn=20%

0.75

1  0.74

0.73

0.72
10 100 1000

Vertical effective stress, a,' (kPa)

Figure 3.4 Isotropic loading and unloading/reloading (elastic) response of 
Fraser River sand in (e-log a'i) space

Ratio of —for Silica sand and Fraser River sand are 1.7 and 3.1, respectively.
K

This ratio reflects the contribution of recoverable deformation in total deformation. A 

ratio of 1.0 would imply fully elastic response. The higher ratio of — in Fraser River
K

sand indicates that a larger portion of volumetric deformation is non-recoverable
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compared to Silica sand. This can be attributed to the particle shapes of the two sands. 

Particles of Fraser River sand are semi-angular, thus have larger potential for 

irrecoverable slippage compared to the rounded Silica sand particles.

3.2 Triaxial Apparatus

Triaxial apparatus used in the study is capable of performing both stress and strain 

controlled triaxial tests under compression and extension loading modes. In this study, a 

variety of boundary conditions were explored by carrying out strain controlled triaxial 

compression tests. Figure 3.5 shows the layout diagram of the triaxial device. All 

specimens tested for this study had a diameter of approximately 63mm and a height of 

approximately 130mm. End restraint is reduced by the polished top cap and the pedestal 

with 2 1mm diameter pore stones at the center of pedestal and top cap.

Applied vertical load was measured using the "S"-Beam load cell with a precision 

of better than 0.01kg, and capacity of 450kg. Pressures were measured using high 

performance millivolt output pressure transducers with the precision of better than 

O.OlkPa, and range of 700kPa gauge. The axial strain was measured using precision 

gauge head with a precision of better than 0.001mm. Range of the gauge head is 50mm. 

The triaxial apparatus consists of an extra Linear Variable Displacement Transducer 

(LVDT), which is used to verify the reading of gauge head. Extra LVDT has a precision 

better than 0.01mm, and its accurate measurement range is from 0 to 25mm. Volumetric 

change during the test was measured by a Differential Pressure Transducer (DPT). 

Differential pressure transducer is capable of measuring ultra low differential pressure,
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which yields a precision of 0.05% of volumetric strain for the tested specimen size, and 

range of the DPT is +/- 3kPa differential.

The triaxial device used for this study consists of a standard cell with the low 

friction air bleeding seal for the loading ram and the solid base. Negligible amount of 

friction is applied by balancing the cell pressure against an equal pressure in the clearance 

between the ram and bushing. This activity permits the precise measurement of the axial 

force by using an external load cell.

The double acting frictionless air piston is used to apply stress controlled loading. 

It is connected in series with the constant speed drive, which enables the strain controlled 

loading. This combination allows for a smooth transition from stress controlled to strain 

controlled loading, and vice versa. In addition, this double acting piston assists in 

anisotropic consolidation.

In this study, most of the specimens were investigated under simultaneous 

changes in pore pressure and volume. This activity was facilitated by the Digital 

Pressure/Volume Controller (DPVC). The principle of the DPVC in the soil testing has 

been outlined by Menzies (1987) and it is shown in Figure 3.5. The Digital 

Pressure/Volume Controller has been designed for providing very accurate control of 

pressure or volume. The volumetric strain of the specimen is controlled by the DPVC 

based on the signal from a computer according to the input relationship of the volumetric 

and axial strains. Stepper motor in the DPVC applies the pulses to change the volume of 

the specimen. Each pulse of the stepper motor causes 1.8x1 O'5 cm3 of volume change. 

During the strain path controlled test, an axial motor applies the pulse according to the 

strain rate and the specimen height. Each pulse applied by the axial stepper motor results
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in 1.25 xlO"' mm of displacement. This gives the ability to control volumetric, and axial 

strain by approximately 0.5x1 O'7 and lxlO'7, respectively.
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Figure 3.5 Schematic diagram of triaxial testing apparatus
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The MSC-10 is the ten-channel signal conditioner, which provides regulated 

excitation, amplification, and filtering for a wide variety of transducers used. It provides a 

direct interface to multifunctional A/D with 16 analog inputs and digital I/O. Sensitivity 

and stability of all transducers were selected and considered carefully. Saturation of the 

system, noise level, transducer gains, and temperature change of the environment are 

regularly monitored and checked.

3.3 Test Specimen

3.3.1 Preparation Method

Ideally, undisturbed specimens would have been tested in the laboratory since 

they would yield the true behaviour of the soil. However, obtaining undisturbed 

specimens in sandy deposits is a difficult task. In-situ ground freezing is the only reliable 

technique (Yoshimi et al. 1984, 1989), but this method is extremely expensive. 

Furthermore, it will be nearly impossible to obtain several undisturbed specimens with 

identical characteristics that are needed for systematic studies. As a result, specimens 

reconstituted in the laboratory are generally used for fundamental studies. All specimens 

tested in the study were prepared by water pluviation. Following the method was 

described by Vaid and Negussey (1988). This method yields uniform and the repeatable 

specimens. Water pluviation is an excellent technique to approximate the natural 

deposition process in a hydraulic environment. Water pluviated specimens replicate the 

same fabric of the natural alluvial deposit and hydraulic fills (Oda, 1972). Water 

pluviation technique yields fully saturated specimens since the soil particles do not 

contact with air during the deposition process. Unfortunately, this technique leads to
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particle segregation in well-graded soils, but the sand used in this study is poorly graded 

and the percentage of the fine particles is negligible. Therefore, this technique works well 

and gives homogenous sample. The specimens were prepared with extreme care in order 

to obtain consistent loosest void ratios. The relative density. Dr of the sample was 

determined as

Dr = 7^ ----   (3.1)
l̂ max m̂in /

First, the sand was boiled to expel the trapped air between sand particles, and 

allowed to cool at room temperature without air contact, and then pluviated through de

aired water in the membrane lined mold. Flask tip was moved slowly in circular path to 

get a homogeneous deposit of the sand in the mold. Tip of the flask was submerged in the 

water until the sand was completely deposited. Excess sand and water were removed and 

the soil surface was leveled by siphoning. Top cap was placed on the sample carefully to 

avoid unwanted disturbance on the deposited sands. The membrane was flipped on the 

top cap with minimum disturbance to the sample, and an O-ring was placed around the 

top cap to seal the sample completely. The sample was subjected to 30kPa of suction 

prior to the removal of the sample mold. Application of suction prevents the collapse of 

the specimen during the removal of the mold. Expelled water during the application of 

the suction was collected into a graduated burette. Initial volume of the sample is 

calculated using the cavity area of the mold and sample height. Subsequent 

measurements of sample height and water expelled from the soil allowed accurate 

determination of the void ratio. This approach reduces the potential error of the 

circumferential measurement in the void ratio calculation (Vaid and Sivathayalan, 1996).
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3.3.2 Saturation

5 -value test can be used as an indicator to check the degree of saturation of the 

specimen in triaxial test. The definition of 5-value is 5  = Ait/Ac?}. If the sample is fully 

saturated, increment of Acts will be equal to the increment of the pore pressure. Degree of 

saturation of the sand was confirmed to be almost 100% by carrying out Skempton’s 5- 

value test in all specimens.

33 3  Consolidation

When a saturated soil mass is subjected to an increase in load, load is carried

initially by pore water. This action is reflected by an increase in pore water pressure. The

resulting "excess hydrostatic pressure" causes water to drain from the soil pores, shifting 

the load to the soil structure. The volume of the soil also decreases by an amount 

equivalent to the volume of water drained and causes settlement. The process is known as 

consolidation.

After confirming full saturation, the sample was consolidated to the target 

hydrostatic consolidation pressure by following the steps noted below.

• Increase the back pressure to the pore pressure at post saturation state.

• Open the drainage valve

• Increase the cell pressure or reduce the back pressure to achieve the target

effective hydrostatic consolidation pressure.

The characteristic of Fraser River sand under hydrostatic consolidation is depicted 

in Figure 3.6. Strain path in the volumetric strain and axial strain space is linear, and ratio
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between radial strain (£>) and axial strain (sa) is about 4:3. This ratio reflects the inherent 

anisotropy of the water pluviated sand.

0.3

Loose Fraser River sand 
. Dn=20%

^ 0.2 O'

0.080.04 0.12 0.20 0.16
Axial strain, ea(%)

Figure 3.6 Strain path during isotropic consolidation of Fraser River sand

3.4 Capabilities and Performance of the Apparatus

Reproduction of the relative density, replication of the structure, measurement 

accuracy, and exact duplication of the test routine promote the repeatability of the test. 

Presence of fines in the soil leads to slower consolidation rate and non-uniformities in the 

prepared specimens. Fraser River sand used in this study consists of 1.0-1.5% of fines. To 

minimize the time dependence effect and to obtain a constant of time dependent effect on 

the Fraser River sand, a fixed amount of time was allowed during the consolidation for all 

specimens. Response of two identical specimens of the Fraser River sand under 

conventional undrained loading is shown in Figure 3.7. These specimens were 

consolidated to the same effective stress state and relative density prior to the undrained
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compression loading. Figure 3.8 depicts the response of two identical specimens tested 

under drained condition. These plots confirm the excellent repeatability of the sample 

preparation technique and capabilities of the triaxial apparatus.
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Figure 3.7 Repeatability of undrained compression test
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Figure 3.8 Repeatability of drained compression test
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3.5 Comparison of the Response of Used and Virgin Sands

Due to the limited supply of the sands and large number of tests required to 

complete this work, the sands used in the tests with the lower confining stress were 

reused. Soil particle distribution and different soil textures may affect the response of the 

soil. Particle distributions of virgin and used Fraser River sand are shown in Figure 3.9. 

There is no significant difference in the gradation curves between used, and virgin sand. 

This clearly indicates the particle crushing due to the monotonic loading at these low 

confining stresses is negligible. Figure 3.10 shows undrained response of virgin sand and 

used sand. There is no significant difference between responses. This indicates that sand 

tested under the lower confining pressure may be reused.
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o-Used Sand
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Figure 3.9 Grain size distribution of virgin sand and used sand
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3.6 Membrane Penetration

When specimens of granular materials are tested, a portion of volume change is 

caused by membrane penetration in triaxial test. Change of effective confining pressure 

during the test causes the peripheral configuration to change by either indentation or 

rebound of membrane enclosing soil specimen. As a result, volume change of coarse

grained soils occurs not only due to the response to the soil skeleton but also on account 

of the penetration or withdrawal of the membrane into or out of the interstices of the 

granular soil specimen. This membrane penetration affects the volume change in drained 

shear tests and the pore pressure change in undrained shear tests. Such deviation from the 

undrained state may lead to an unsafe assessment of the liquefaction potential of sands. 

Measured volume during strain path controlled, simultaneous volume and pressure 

controlled tests may be either less than or exceed the real volume change on the account 

of membrane penetration.

For given change in effective confining pressure, the total volume change is given 

by the sum of volume change by membrane penetration and the soil deformation and may 

be expressed as

AVr = AVm + AVc ( 3 2 )

If sm is the membrane penetration per unit membrane surface area and £v is the soil 

volumetric strain the above equation can be written as

A VT =£mAm+£rV0 (3.3)

Different methods have been proposed by several researchers (Newland and 

Alley, 1959; Roscoe et al„ 1963; Fryman et al„ 1973; Raju and Sadasivan, 1974; Vaid
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and Negussey, 1984; Sivathayalan and Vaid. 1998) to estimate the volume change caused 

by membrane penetration.

In this research study, unit membrane penetration was calculated by the method 

suggested by Vaid and Negussey (1984). This method of assessment does not require the 

rigid rod inclusion suggested in earlier methods and it is based on the results from 

hydrostatic compression in regular triaxial test. In this assessment, the volumetric 

response of soil during hydrostatic unloading is considered isotropic. As a result, the 

actual volumetric strain would be equal to three times of the axial strain.

The relationship between unit membrane penetration (membrane induced volume 

change) and the effective confining stress becomes essentially linear when plotted on the 

semi logarithmic scale. Slope of unit membrane penetration vs. logarithmic value of 

normalized ex's is referred as normalized penetration (m). Relationship to determine m is 

given below.

Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 shows the unit membrane penetration (sm) against 

radial effective stress (a'r) for Fraser River sand and Silica sand. The determined 

normalized unit membrane penetration values are consistent with reported values in the 

literature for sands with similar Dsn.

(3.4)

Substituting Equation 3.4 into Equation 3.3 yields

(3.5)

(3.6)
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Chapter 4 

TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the results of the behaviour of two sands used in the study 

under various boundary conditions. Behaviour of sands was studied under (i) no volume 

change (undrained), (ii) no pore pressure change (fully drained), and (iii) simultaneous 

changes in pore pressure and volume. All tests were undertaken on the loosest deposited 

sands. Based on the results obtained from these experiments, characteristics of full 

liquefaction (fully strain softening), limited liquefaction (partial strain softening), strain 

hardening, stress and stress increment direction and strain and strain increment direction 

are discussed in this chapter.

Tests involving simultaneous change in pore pressure and volume were conducted 

along three different types of strain paths, namely; (1) scaled volumetric strain (partially 

drained) paths, (2) constant strain increment ratio paths, and (3) non-linear strain 

increment ratio paths. After applying 30kPa of suction, the relative density of the Fraser 

River sand and Silica sand in its loosest deposited stage was around 21% and 24%, 

respectively. For the first stage of this study under simultaneous changes of pore pressure 

and volume, specimens of Fraser River sand and Silica sand hydrostatically consolidated 

at 200kPa were examined by imposing scaled volumetric strain (partially drained) paths. 

For the second stage of study, specimens of Fraser River sand and Silica sand 

hydrostatically consolidated to 100, 200, and 400kPa were tested by imposing a set of 

constant strain increment ratio strain paths. Finally, specimens of Fraser River sand 

consolidated to a hydrostatic pressure of 200kPa were examined by imposing a series of
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non-linear strain increment paths. All tests carried out in this study are listed in Table 4.1 

and Table 4.2. All test specimens were sheared under the strain controlled loading mode 

at a rate of 3% axial strain per hour.

Numerous parameters and terms have previously been introduced to describe the 

sample state during the deformation and output of the test results. Whenever needed, 

definitions are introduced in this chapter. Some traditional parameters such as major 

principal stress (cry) or axial stress (au) under axisymmetric compression, and minor 

principal stress (<j?) or radial stress (a,) under axisymmetric compression are used without 

definition. The effective stress path are plotted in the modified Mohr diagram in terms of 

s, t defined as

s = ? L t£ L  / = £ lZ £ l
2 2

Table 4.1 Tests on Fraser River sand

Test No

Hydrostatic 
confining 

stress, cx'/c.=cr'v 

(kPa)

Void ratio at 
end of 

consolidation,
ec

Test type Paths/Comments

1 100 0.744

Undrained2 2 0 0 0.738

3 400 0.726

4 100 0.742

Drained5 2 0 0 0.740

6 400 0.728
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Test No

Hydrostatic 
confining 

stress, cr'ic=(r'3c 
(kPa)

Void ratio at 
end of 

consolidation,
ec

Test type Paths/Comments

7 2 0 0 0.639

Drained8 2 0 0 0.711

9 2 0 0 0.738

10 2 0 0 0.738 X=1.0

11 2 0 0 0.737 >1=0 .8

12 2 0 0 0.735 >1=0 .6

13 2 0 0 0.740 >1=0.4

14 2 0 0 0.740
Partially
drained >L=0.2

15 2 0 0 0.737 >1=0 .0

16 100 0.742 £=£^£,=+0 . 2 0

17 100 0.744 C=£y/£a=+0.15

18 100 0.739 g=£/£a=+0 . \ 0

19 100 0.741

f / / ^ Z

C=£v/£a=+0.05

2 0 100 0.742 C=£/£a=0 . 0 0

21 100 0.749 £=£/£a=-0.Q5

2 2 100 0.745 Expansive and #=£/£o=-0 .1 0

23 100 0.745 drainage <f=£i/£u=-0.15

24 100 0.747 4 =£/£u=-0 . 2 0

25 100 0.745 £=£v/£a=-0.50

26 100 0.744 C=£j£a~  1-00
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Test No

Hydrostatic 
confining 

stress, a'ic=ir'?< 
(kPa)

Void ratio at 
end of 

consolidation,
ec

Test type Paths/Comments

27 2 0 0 0.738 C=£^£a~+0 .2 0

28 2 0 0 0.740 C=£/£a=+0.1 5

29 2 0 0 0.739 £=£/£a=+0 . \ 0

30 2 0 0 0.741
■ / “

£=£/£u=+0.05

31 2 0 0 0.740 C=£/£a- 0 . 0 0

32 2 0 0 0.739 £=£/£u=-0.05

33 2 0 0 0.738 Expansive and 
excessive 
drainage

C-£/£u=-0 .10

34 2 0 0 0.735 C=£v/£a=-0A5

35 2 0 0 0.733 g=£,/£a=-0 . 2 0

36 2 0 0 0.742 C=£v/£a- - 0.50

37 2 0 0 0.739 Cr £sJ£a~  1-00

38 400 0.727 c ^ ^ v /^ + 0 .2 0

39 400 0.726 g=£x/£a=+0A5

40 400 0.731 c=£/£a=+0 .10

41 400 0.729 C=£i/£a=+0.05

42 400 0.727 C=£/£a=0 . 0 0

43 400 0.728 £=£/£a=-0.05

44 400 0.730 Expansive and 
excessive 
drainage

C=£/£a=-0 . \ 0

45 400 0.722 £—£v/£a—-0 .15

46 400 0.725 c = ^ o=-0 .2 0

47 400 0.726 £=£/£a=-0.50

48 400 0.727 £=£j£a- - 1.00
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Test
No

Hydrostatic 
confining 

stress, o'u=a'ic 
(kPa)

Void ratio at 
end of 

consolidation,
ec

Test type Paths/Comments

49

50

51

52

53

54

200

200

200

200

200

200

0.740 4 =sx/su=- 0 .2 0 , 
Total £.=-0.06%

0.738

0.741

0.737

0.738

0.740

C=£,/£,=- 0 .2 0 , 
Total £=-0.12%

C=£/£,=-0.20,
Total £  =-0.26%

Expansive
drainage

C=£/£o=-0 .2 0 ,
Total £  =-0.60%
C=£/£,=- 0 .2 0 ,

Total £.=-1.20%
C=£,/£,=-0.20,

Total £ =-2.00%

56

57

58

59

200

200

200

200

200

0.740

0.738

0.739

0.742

/// /  in <

Expansive
drainage

0.736

C=£/£,=-0 .2 0 %
Total £  =-0.60%
£=£/£,=-0.40% 
Total £ =-0.60%
C= £/£,=-0.60% 
Total £.=-0.60%
c=£/£o=-0.80% 
Total £  =-0.60%
£=£/£,=-1.0 0 % 
Total £.=-0.60% 

s v = -0.90(l -  e"075*1' ) 
Non-linear strain path

60

61

62

63

64

65

2 0 0

2 0 0

2 0 0

2 0 0

2 0 0

2 0 0

0.739

0.739

0.736

0.737

£, = -0.60(l -  e>"75̂ ) 
Non-linear strain path 
ev = -0.30(l -  e Cj) 
Non-linear strain path

0.740

Expansive and 
excessive 
drainage

£, = 0 .0 0 (l - e “" 75f" ) 
Non-linear strain path
€r = 0.30(l -  e ' ")

Non-linear strain path

0.738 ev = 0 .6 0 ( l- e o75"“) 
Non-linear strain path

6 6
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Test No

Hydrostatic 
confining 

stress, cj'ic=<j '}c 
(kPa)

Void ratio at 
end of 

consolidation,
ec

Test type Paths/Comments

66 200 0.740
s v =-0.60(l - e '2'25*')

£..w=l%. Non
linear

67 200 0.739

IT"f

£,. = —0.60(l -  e 155iu)
£1.00=2%. Non

linear

68 200 0.736
£,. = -0 .60 (l-e  °75'-)

£1.00=3%, Non
linear

69 200 0.737
Expansive
drainage

£v = —0.60(l -  e )
£1-.po=4%, Non

linear

70 200 0.740
£v = -0.60(l -  e '0A5c“)

£1 ..00=5 %, Non
linear

Table 4.2 Tests on Silica sand

Test No

Hydrostatic 
confining 

stress, (j']c=a'3c 
(kPa)

Void ratio at 
end of 

consolidation,
ec

Test type Paths/Comments

01 100 0.662

Undrained02 2 0 0 0.657

03 400 0.650

04 100 0.662

Drained05 2 0 0 0.656

06 400 0.649
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Test No

Hydrostatic 
confining 

stress, a'n^a'sc 
(kPa)

Void ratio at 
end of 

consolidation.
ec

Test type Paths/Comments

07 2 0 0 0.656

Drained08 2 0 0 0.620

09 2 0 0 0.569

10 2 0 0 0.657 2 = 1.0

11 2 0 0 0.656

Partially drained

2=0.75

12 2 0 0 0.657 2=0.50

13 2 0 0 0.658 2=0.25

14 2 0 0 0.658 2 =0 .0 0

15 100 0.659

Expansive and

^=£x/£a=+0 .10

16 100 0.657 <*=£\/sa=0 .0 0

17 100 0.656 C=£/£a=-0 .10

18 100 0.661
excessive
drainage C=£,/£a~-0 . 2 0
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Test No

Hydrostatic 
confining 

stress, a'l^a'sc  
(kPa)

Void ratio at 
end of 

consolidation,
ec

Test type Paths/Comments

19 2 0 0 0.658

Expansive and 
excessive 
drainage

C=£/£a~+0 . 10

2 0 2 0 0 0.662 £=£■</£,=0 .0 0

21 2 0 0 0.661 C= £•,/£■(,=-0 .1 0

2 2 2 0 0 0.657 c=sj£a=-0 .2 0

23 400 0.655

I
Expansive and 

excessive 
drainage

C=€,/£a=+0 .1 0

24 400 0.655 C=£j£a=0 .0 0

25 400 0.661 C=£/£u=-Q. \ 0

26 400 0.659 C=£/£a=-0 . 2 0

4.2 Undrained Behaviour

4.2.1 Fraser River Sand

Monotonic undrained responses of the Fraser River sand consolidated to effective 

confining pressures of 100, 200 and 400kPa are shown in Figure 4.1. All specimens were 

prepared at the loosest state, and relative density of the specimens was approximately 

identical before consolidation.

From the stress-strain response shown in Figure 4.1(a), it can be noted that Fraser 

River sand exhibits strain hardening behaviour even at the minimum relative density 

affordable in the laboratory by water pluviation technique, but its strain hardening
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tendency decreases with increasing initial effective confining pressure It can be

noted from pore pressure response shown in Figure 4.1(b) that specimens exhibit 

contractive behaviour during the initial stage and dilative behaviour beyond about 1% of 

axial strain. Degree of excess pore pressure generation increases somewhat with 

increasing confining stress until the point of phase transformation. After this stage of 

deformation, the rate of excess pore pressure decrement increases with decreasing cr'sc. 

despite a slight increment in relative density at the end of consolidation.

Stress paths for the undrained tests are shown in Figure 4.1(c). They resemble a 

knee shaped curve at their lowest effective stress state, which corresponds to phase 

transformation (PT). The PT point marks the termination of contractive behaviour. 

Straining beyond the PT state is associated with dilation, and hence decreases in pore 

pressure. This causes the stress path to climb to the line of maximum obliquity (MO). 

This line is unique for particular sand (Vaid and Chem, 1985; Vaid and Thomas, 1994). It 

may be noted that PT occurs at a constant friction angle (for) for all applied cr'jc. The 

locus of the PT is a straight line with slope of 32.4°, and the maximum obliquity line has 

a unique slope of 36.9° for the Fraser River sand as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1 Undrained response of Fraser River sand (a) Stress-strain response, 
(b) Pore pressure response, (c) Stress path
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Figure 4.2 Locus of phase transformation and maximum obliquity line of 
Fraser River sand

4.2.2 Silica Sand

A series of undrained tests were performed on the Silica sand, consolidated to 

effective confining pressure of 100, 200 and 400kPa as Fraser River sand. The undrained 

response of Silica sand is fairly different compared to the angular Fraser River sand. 

Stress-strain response shown in Figure 4.3(a) exhibits partial strain softening (PSS) 

behaviour for the loosest specimen reconstituted in the laboratory by water pluviation. 

Strain softening tendency increases with increasing initial effective confining pressure 

(<tjc). The axial strain level required to trigger strain softening increases with the 

confining stress level. Peak strength and Quasi Steady State (QSS) strength also increases 

with increasing 0 %.
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Figure 4.3(b) depicts the pore pressure-strain response of Silica sand. Specimens 

exhibit both the contractive and dilative behaviour during allowed deformation. Degree 

of contraction and dilation remain similar, and no consistency in its variation is noted as 

confining pressure increases from I OOkPa to 400kPa. Silica sand suffers strain softening 

from the instance of the peak strength after a certain level of deformation as shown in 

Figure 4.3(a). It can be noted in Figure 4.4 that the instance of the peak strength lies in a 

straight line for all applied <?%. The locus of the peak strength (Speak) is a straight line 

with the slope of 18.7° in stress space as depicted in Figure 4.4. Strain softening of the 

sand continues until PT in which sand goes from contractive to dilative deformation. It 

can be noted that stress state at PT states lies on straight line in stress space of s and t. 

The locus of the PT in stress space is a straight line with the slope of 31.3° as shown in 

Figure 4.4. It can be noted that the slope of MO line and locus of the PT of Silica sand 

have very narrow deviation compared to the Fraser River sand. The slope of the MO line 

of Silica sand is 31.9°.

Fraser River sand exhibits Fully Strain Hardening (FSH) and Silica sand exhibits 

the Partial Strain Softening (PSS) behaviour for loose specimen, prepared by water 

pluviation. The friction angle mobilized at PT and maximum obliquity (MO) is different 

for the two sands. These parameters are mainly dependent on the soil texture and particle 

shape. The shape of Fraser River sand particles is generally semi angular, whereas Silica 

sand most comprises rounded particles.
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(b) Pore pressure response, (c) Stress path
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4.3 Fully Drained Behaviour of Fraser River Sand

4.3.1 Influence of Confining Pressure

The drained triaxial compression behaviour of the loose Fraser River sand 

consolidated to effective confining pressures (<7$t) of 100, 200, and 400kPa is illustrated 

in Figure 4.5. It can be noted from the stress-strain response illustrated in Figure 4.5(a) 

that initial shear stiffness increases with increasing <j'Sc. No strain softening, i.e. reduction 

of the shear strength is observed during deformation (sa=10%).

It can be noted in Figure 4.5(b) that the volumetric compression at a given axial 

stain increases with increasing confining pressure despite a small increment in relative 

density at end of consolidation. The rate of volume compression decreases towards the 

point of maximum contraction, where the rate of volume compression is zero. Thereafter, 

the sample undergoes volume expansion for the rest of the deformation. The rate of
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volume expansion decreases with increasing cr'?(. This clearly indicates that the tendency 

for contractive response increases with increasing confining pressure.

Stress paths as shown in Figure 4.5(c) move along straight lines with a slope of 

45° from their initial stress stage in modified stress space (5 -/) . After reaching the peak 

strength, stress paths remain at the same stress state. Note here that peak strength occurs 

at a constant friction angle regardless of the small variation in relative density. The locus 

of the stress state at peak strength is a straight line with a slope of 36.9° that is essentially 

similar to the friction angle mobilized at maximum obliquity in undrained tests.

4.3.2 Influence of Relative Density

Fully drained triaxial tests were performed on dense, medium dense and loose 

Fraser River sand specimens consolidated to an effective confining pressure of 200kPa. 

Specimens were prepared with initial relative density ranging from 20 to 55%. Stress- 

strain response of Fraser River sand specimens under the triaxial monotonic compression 

is illustrated in Figure 4.6(a). Shear strength of the sand increases with increasing relative 

density. Strain paths in volumetric-axial strain space are illustrated in Figure 4.6(b). It can 

be noted that during the initial deformation, amount of volume contraction decreases with 

increasing relative density. After reaching maximum contraction, degree of volume 

expansion increases with increasing relative density.

In Figure 4.6(c), the mobilized friction angle at maximum shear stress increases 

with increasing relative density due to the higher influence of the dilative tendency of 

denser specimen.
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4.4 Fully Drained Behaviour of Silica Sand

4.4.1 Influence of Confining Pressure

Drained behaviour of the loose Silica sand consolidated to effective confining 

pressures of 100, 200, and 400kPa is illustrated in Figure 4.7. The initial relative 

density of Silica sand (before consolidation process) was 24%. The stress-strain response 

of Silica sand as shown in Figure 4.7(a) shows similar variation as the Fraser River sand 

in which, strength of specimen increases with increasing a'sc.

The variation of volumetric-axial strain response of Silica sand as a function of 

a'3c differs significantly from the response of Fraser River sand. Volume compressibility 

of the loosest deposited sand increases as the confining stress level is changed from 

lOOkPa to 200kPa. However, the volume compressibility decreases marginally when the 

confining stress increases to 400kPa. When confining stress increases from lOOkPa to 

200kPa, volume compressibility during the monotonic shearing dominates, despite the 

associated increase in relative density at end of consolidation. It may be noted that the 

tendency of volume expansion following maximum contraction decreases somewhat at 

<T5c=200kPa inspite of increased relative density. However, upon further increase in 

initial confining stress to 400kPa, the volume compressibility decreases somewhat 

compared to 200kPa. In this scenario, apparently the effect of increased density is higher 

that of the increased contractiveness caused by larger effective stress. The locus of the 

stress state at the peak strength is a straight line with a slope of 31.9°.

The variation of volumetric-axial strain response of Fraser River sand with 

increasing a % is completely different than that of the loosest deposited Silica sand within
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the imposed g '$c for this study. Fraser River sand exhibits increasing compressibility with

increasing cr lV.
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4.4.2 Influence of Relative Density

Dense, medium dense and loose Silica sand specimens were sheared following 

consolidation to a confining pressure of 200kPa. Stress-strain behaviour and strain path 

are illustrated in Figure 4.8. Peak shear strength of the sand increases from loose to dense 

specimens.

No significant strength loss is observed in loose and medium dense sands. 

Initially all specimens undergo volume contraction. The degree of volume contraction 

decreases and volume expansion increases with increasing relative density as shown in 

Figure 4.8(b). As observed in Fraser River sand, mobilized friction angle at maximum 

shear stress of dense Silica sand is higher than that of loose sand as shown in Figure 

4.8(c).

4.5 Behaviour of Sands under Simultaneous Changes in Pore Pressure and Volume

The behaviour of loose state of Fraser River sand and Silica sand were 

investigated in previous sections allowed either pore pressure or volume to change at one 

time. However, in reality there may be several scenarios in which both pore pressure and 

volume change simultaneously. Such behaviour has been rarely studied in past due to 

difficulties carrying out such tests in a laboratory. As noted earlier, the new triaxial 

device at Carleton University permits such tests, and sand behaviour has been studied 

under simultaneous change of pore pressure and volume by imposing the volume 

changes. All specimens are sheared under monotonic compression loading following 

hydrostatic consolidation. This investigation can be achieved by imposing a prescribed
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strain path or an effective stress path. In this study, a variety of strain paths was imposed 

on the loose deposited sand.
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The imposed strain paths can be categorized into three groups as noted below. 

The naming represents the variation in volumetric vs. axial strain space.

1. Partially drained (scaled volumetric strain) paths

2. Constant strain increment ratio paths

3. Non-linear strain increment paths

4.5.1 Partially Drained (Scaled Volumetric Strain) Paths

Partially drained condition was achieved at every stage of the deformation by 

allowing only a certain portion of expected total volumetric strain in fully drained test at 

the particular void ratio. Degree of drainage allowed has been characterized by the factor, 

A, where

Imposed volumetric strain
A = --------------------------------------------    (4.1)

Volumentric strain in a fully drained test

Consequently A= 1 represents fully drained test, and A=0 represents as undrained test.

4.5.1.1 Fraser River Sand

4.5.1.1.1 Monotonic Compression Loading

In order to investigate the behaviour of the sand under partially drained states, a 

series of tests were conducted on the Fraser River, and Silica sands. The relative density 

of all Fraser River sand specimens was fixed at 23% at end of the consolidation.

Figure 4.9 shows the strain paths imposed in the investigation of the partially 

drained response of Fraser River sand. Tests were conducted at A=1.00, 0.80, 0.60, 0.40, 

0.20 and 0.00. Volumetric strain due to the free drainage, corresponding to the A= 1.0
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strain path was obtained by conducting a conventional monotonic drained test on a Fraser 

River sand specimen. Tests were subsequently carried out by imposing the desired 

volumetric strain (Ax /,,/iy drained) for different A values. Initially, strain paths imposed 

volume contraction and subsequently volume expansion. To apply volume contraction or 

expansion, the DPVC moves outward or inward and imposes the required volume 

change. During the application A=0.00 strain path, the DPVC was held stationary and the 

entire system was maintained at a constant volume.
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Figure 4.9 Imposed scaled volumetric strain (Partially drained) paths
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Figure 4.10 illustrates the stress-strain response of the Fraser River sand under 

partially drained conditions. During the monotonic shearing, the z=0.00 (undrained) 

exhibits the weakest response, and 2 = 1 .00  shows the strongest response than that of 

partially drained condition. The strength of the sand increases systematically as the 

drainage increases from zero drainage to full drainage. Water pluviated Fraser River sand 

shows strain hardening behaviour for all drainage levels tested. After the phase 

transformation, the rate of increase in stiffness increases with decreasing degree of 

drainage.
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Figure 4.10 Stress-strain response of Fraser River sand under partially drained
loading
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Figure 4.11 shows the pore pressure response of partially drained sand. Maximum 

positive pore pressure generated is the largest for undrained test. Maximum positive pore 

pressure generated decreases with the increasing degree of drainage (A). During >1=1.00 

(full drainage) zero excess pore pressure was expected. But there is minor deviation from 

the zero excess pore pressure. This deviation may have occurred due to the small errors in 

the void ratio, and in estimation of membrane penetration into the soil particles. 

However, the fact that the variation is very minor, (less than 2% of the initial confining 

stress), is an indication that the test has achieved its objective fairly closely.

Comparison of Figure 4.11 with Figure 4.9 reveals that maximum pore pressure 

was generated before the sample reached the maximum volumetric strain. Maximum pore 

pressure was generated at a same level axial strain of approximately 1.5% in all tests. For 

the imposed partially drained strain paths shown in Figure 4.9, maximum volume 

contraction occurred at approximately 4% of axial strain.
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Figure 4.11 Pore pressure response of Fraser River sand under partially drained 
loading

Figure 4.12 shows the stress path plots of all tests. Stress paths of partially drained

tests are bounded between the two extremes, undrained and drained. Stress path of

X-\ .00 is essentially a straight line with a slope of 45° as in the case of a drained test.

Systematic changes in several parameters are observed during the partially

drained condition. Figure 4.13 shows the variation of the strength at minimum effective

confining stress (Smin) against the imposed degree of drainage. Smi„ increases with the
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increasing drainage. Figure 4.14 illustrates the stress state at minimum effective 

confining stress. It can be noticed that friction angle (<f>min) at minimum effective 

confining stress is unique for all imposed degree of drainage.
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Figure 4.12 Stress path of Fraser River sand under partially drained loading
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4.5.1.1.2 Strain Increment, Stress and Stress Increment Direction

The variation of strain increment direction {ft) and stress increment direction (a) 

has been investigated for each test. Figure 4.15 depicts the strain paths in deviatoric (cj) 

and volumetric (£•,) strain space. As noted earlier, the direction of strain increment at a 

given state is obtained by the slope of £^-£;.plot. Figure 4.16 exhibits the imposed strain 

increment direction (fi) against the axial strain. Since there is no change in the volumetric 

strain in an undrained test, the direction of strain increment does not change. In all other 

tests at a particular axial strain before sample reaching maximum contraction, /? increases 

with increasing drainage level. After reaching maximum volume compression (/?=90o), J3 

tends to reach a constant value. This constant value is essentially representative of the 

scaling factor A.
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Figure 4.15 Imposed partially drained strain paths in sj and s, space
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The relationship of stress increment direction (a) and axial strain is depicted in 

Figure 4.17. For a particular A, a  is increasing, (except /l=1.00), with the axial strain until 

the state of maximum pore pressure is reached. After this state, stress increment direction 

(a) in specimens that exhibit strain hardening tend to reach a unique value. This constant 

value of a  corresponds to the slope of the maximum obliquity line (MO) in stress space 

p'-q.
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Figure 4.16 Strain increment direction vs. axial strain

Figure 4.18 shows the variation of strain increment direction against stress 

increment direction. The Fraser River sand tested under the monotonic compression 

experiences only loading by the imposed partially drained strain paths. No strain 

softening occurs during the deformation. At a particular axial strain, stress increment

direction (a) at initial stage of deformation increases with the decreasing drainage level
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except for the fully drained test in which case or is a constant. As mentioned in Section 

2.5.2, loading and unloading phases are determined by the stress direction (0) and stress 

increment direction (or) in stress space of p'-q. Considering drainage levels characterized 

by A=0.00, 0.20 and 0.60, the initial stage of stress increment direction (or) is between 90° 

and 180° (Stress path B, Figure 2.15). During the latter part of deformation, the strain 

increment direction (or) remains in the range of 0and 90° (Stress path A, Figure 2.15). It 

can be noted that the stress increment direction of A=0.60.0.80 and 1.00 lies between Qxo 

90° (Stress path A, Figure 2.15) throughout the deformation.
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Figure 4.17 Stress increment direction vs. axial strain

No coincidence is observed in strain increment direction (ft) and stress increment 

direction (a). When strain increment and stress increment are in a unique direction, only
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recoverable (elastic) deformation occurs. But the measured values of a  and /? indicates 

that stress and strains increment directions do not coincide. It is not possible to separate 

the plastic strain from the total strain in monotonic tests as mentioned in literature review. 

In this section, all the strain plots are based on total strain. This approximation is 

considered reasonable, since the elastic strains are generally small compared to the plastic 

strains except at very small total strains.
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Figure 4.18 Strain increment direction vs. stress increment direction
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4.5.1.2 Silica Sand

4.5.1.2.1 Monotonic Compression Loading

A series of tests were conducted on rounded Silica sand to investigate the partially 

drained behaviour as Fraser River sand. The relative density of all specimens was fixed at 

27% following consolidation.

Figure 4.19 shows the strain paths imposed in the investigation of the partially 

drained response of Silica sand. Tests were conducted at A=1.00, 0.75. 0.50, 0.25. and 

0.00. Initially, the sample was subjected to volume contraction and subsequently volume 

expansion.
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Figure 4.19 Imposed scaled volumetric strain (Partially drained) paths
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Figure 4.20 illustrates the stress-strain response of Silica sand under partially 

drained conditions. The 2=0.00 (undrained) test exhibits the weakest response, and 

✓1=1.00 (drained) test results the strongest during the loading. As noted, in the case of the 

Fraser River sand, the strength increases systematically as the drainage increases from 

undrained to fully drained state. Water pluviated Silica sand exhibits partially strain 

softening behaviour for 2=0.00 and 0.25, but strain hardening behaviour for 2=0.50,0.75. 
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Figure 4.20 Stress-strain response of Silica sand under partially drained loading
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Figure 4.21 shows the pore pressure response of partially drained sand. The 

largest maximum positive excess pore pressure is generated during the undrained (i= 0 .0 ) 

test. Maximum positive pore pressure generated decreases with the increasing degree of 

drainage (i). As noted in the pore pressure response of the Fraser River sand, maximum 

pore pressure was generated before the sample reached maximum contraction. Maximum 

pore pressure was generated at the same level of axial strain of approximately 2.5% in all 

tests. For the imposed partially drained strain paths shown in Figure 4.19, maximum 

volume contraction occurred at approximately 5% of axial strain.
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Figure 4.21 Pore pressure response of Silica sand under partially drained 
loading
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Figure 4.22 shows the stress path plots of partially drained tests. The stress paths 

of partially drained tests are bounded between the two extremes, undrained and drained. 

The stress path of ̂ =1.00 is essentially a straight line with a slope of 45° as in the case of 

a drained test.

Systematic changes in various parameters are observed during the partially 

drained condition. Figure 4.23 shows the variation of the strength at minimum effective 

confining stress against the imposed degree of drainage. Smin increases with increasing 

drainage. Figure 4.24 shows the stress state at minimum effective confining stress. It can 

be noted that friction angle at minimum effective confining stress ( )  is essentially a 

constant as noted in Fraser River sand.

Friction angles at minimum effective confining stress are 32.4° and 31.3° for 

Fraser River and Silica sands, respectively. It can be noted that this angle is equal to the 

friction angle at phase transformation during the undrained loading.
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Figure 4.22 Stress path of Silica sand under partially drained loading
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£
4.6 Constant Strain Increment Ratio Paths, £ = —  = Constant

Three different series of constant strain increment ratio paths, namely; series-1, 

series-2 and series-3, were imposed on hydrostatically consolidated loose Fraser River 

sand. The ratio between axial and volumetric strain increments was kept constant during 

entire shearing for the series-1 tests, and to a portion of shearing in series-2 and series-3.

Series-2 test correspond to a fixed rate of — . but to a different maximum levels of

volumetric deformation. Undrained conditions were enforced from the instant of reaching 

the prescribed maximum volumetric strain. Maximum expansive volumetric strain of 

0.6% was reached in all tests conducted in series-3. The variable in this case was the rate

4.6.1 Constant Strain Increment Ratio Paths: Series-1

4.6.1.1 Monotonic Compression Loading

The ratio between volumetric strain (£,) and axial strain (£a) is held constant

£
throughout the shearing of the specimen. The ratio c = —  is used to characterize the

degree of drainage. The imposed strain paths have ranged from £=+0.20 to £=-1.00 as 

shown in Figure 4.25. All tests were conducted under the monotonic compression loading 

mode on loosest deposited Fraser River sand. Axial compression and volume contraction 

are assigned as positive. Since all tests carried out were triaxial compression tests, this
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implies positive c values correspond to volume outflow (thus contraction of specimen), 

and negative values of £ represent volume inflow (expansion of specimen volume).

To investigate the influence of the initial effective confining pressure (o-'?c), the 

same series of constant strain increment ratios were imposed on specimens consolidated 

under effective confining pressures of 100, 200, and 400kPa. Furthermore, investigation 

was extended for Silica sand under same conditions as Fraser River sand.

c
E
w
o■e
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■4

£ = -1.00
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c - 0.21

•0.10

£=0.00
0

£=0.05
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4= 0.20
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Axial strain, (%)

Figure 4.25 Imposed constant strain increment ratio paths
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Figure 4.26(a) shows the stress-strain response of Fraser River sand consolidated 

to 200kPa confining stress for the imposed constant strain increment ratio paths. There is 

a systematic variation in stress-strain response as the volumetric deformation changes 

from inflow to outflow. Note here that at given axial strain, water inflow (expansive 

drainage) causes the sand to exhibit lower strength than undrained, and water outflow 

(excessive drainage) results in higher strength.

Figure 4.26(b) shows the variation of the excess pore pressure generated for the 

above mentioned loading paths. The largest positive constant strain increment ratio (£) 

generates the lowest positive excess pore pressure and the highest rate of negative £ 

results the highest positive excess pore pressure.

Figure 4.26(c) shows stress paths corresponding to the imposed strain paths. 

Stress paths corresponding to all expansive £ values, (i.e. negative £ values), lie below 

the undrained response and stress paths of tests with contractive volume change, (i.e. 

positive Rvalues), water outflow lie to the right of the undrained response.

It can be noted that when positive constant strain increment (volume outflow) 

ratios were imposed, Fraser River sand exhibits fully strain hardening response under the 

monotonic compression. No peak state is realized in this type of loading. Negative 

constant strain increment (causing expansive volumetric strain) ratios on the other hand, 

result in strain softening, except for low volume inflow corresponding to £=-0.05. At this 

low volume inflow rate (£=-0.05), the response results in lower strength than undrained, 

but still the sand experiences fully strain hardening behaviour. When the imposed 

volumetric strain is £=-0 .10 , the sand strain softens somewhat, and shear deformation at 

large strain occurs at essentially constant values of shear and effective stresses. It should,
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however, be noted that this state of deformation does not correspond to the steady or 

critical state of deformation discussed in the literature because the volume is continuously 

changing in this case.
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Figure 4.26(a) Stress-strain response of Fraser River sand for constant strain 
increment ratio tests
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Figure 4.26(b) Pore pressure response of Fraser River sand for constant strain 
increment ratio tests
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Figure 4.26(c) Stress path of Fraser River sand for constant strain increment ratio 
tests

At volume inflow rates larger than £=-0.10, the sand exhibits strain softening 

response after reaching peak strength. Large degree of strain softening is noted as flow 

rate increases. The two tests at £=-0.50 and -1.00 resulted in a state of zero effective 

stress (and consequently zero shear strength). Complete loss of shear strength occurred at 

an axial strain of about 2% in the test with £=-0.50, and at an axial strain of about 1% in 

the test with £=-1.00. This indicates that at higher rates of volume inflow, the sample
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would strain soften in the early stages of the deformation and will reach a state of 

complete failure with zero shear stress at small axial strain.

Figure 4.27 shows the variation of maximum excess pore pressure against the q 

ratio. As discussed earlier, maximum pore pressure increases as the amount of expansive 

volumetric strain increases. Beyond this level, maximum pore pressure would still be 

limited to 100%, but this peak value will be realized at progressively smaller strains.
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Figure 4.27 Normalized maximum pore pressure vs. constant strain increment 
ratio

From Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26(c), <5=0.20, 0.15, 0.10, and 0.05 are bounded 

between two extremes of undrained and drained in the volumetric strain space within the 

axial strain of 4.6, 5.8, 7.4, and 10% respectively. Beyond the above noted axial 

deformation, the sand experiences excessive drainage compared to the fully drained test.
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Stress paths move out of the partial drainage region as the material deforms along the line 

of maximum obliquity at large strains.

The expansive drainage tests (negative g) lie outside the two extremes. These 

stress paths lie below the response of the undrained stress paths. In these tests, the 

reduction in effective stress during deformation has two components. One due to shear 

induced pore pressure generation, and other due to volume induced pore pressure 

deformation. Large expansive strains will therefore cause larger positive excess pore 

pressure.

The Silica sand tested under constant strain increment ratio paths are shown in the 

Appendix. The sand exhibits the partial strain softening response during the undrained 

loading, and shows the fully strain softening response for a small amount of expansive 

volumetric strain and strain hardening response for a small amount of volume outflow. 

The behaviour in that sense is very similar to that of the Fraser River sand discussed 

above.

4.6.1.2 Strain Increment, Stress and Stress Increment Direction

The variation of strain increment direction (jff) and stress increment direction (a) 

has been investigated for each test. Figure 4.28 shows the imposed strain direction in 

strain space of £d-€v For the constant strain increment ratio paths, strain increment 

direction (/3) remains constant throughout the deformation. Figure 4.29 illustrates the 

stress direction (8) against axial deformation. Initially the stress direction, 8 increases 

rapidly. It becomes essentially a constant, when stress paths moves along the maximum 

obliquity line.
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Figure 4.28 Imposed constant strain increment ratio strain paths in sj-£v space

Figure 4.30 shows the stress increment direction (or) against the axial 

deformation. In the initial deformation of imposed strain increment ratio paths, the sand 

experiences the loading. At initial stage of loading phase except £=0.20, or is between 90° 

and 180° (Stress path B, Figure 2.15). Initial a  for <5=0.20 is about 8 8 °. For the tests that 

exhibit strain softening response, the loading phase continues until or reaches 180° (Stress 

path B, Figure 2.15). After this stage, ,#=126.9°, 113.2°, 100.6° and 95.5°, (£=-1.00, - 

0.50, -0 .2 0 , and -0 .1 0  respectively), tests exhibit unloading characteristics, and or lies 

between 180° and 180°+# (Stress path F, Figure 2.17). In the tests that exhibited strain 

hardening, 0#=90°, 84.1° and 77.9°), specimens experience only loading throughout the 

entire deformation. Initially, oris between <9to 90° (Stress path A, Figure 2.15) for £=0.20 

(/?=77.9°). Then or enters another loading region between 90° to 180° (Stress path B,
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Figure 2.15). In the final part of the deformation, stress increment direction reaches a 

constant value between Oio 90°, which is equal to stress direction (0).
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Figure 4.29 Stress direction (0) vs. axial strain
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Figure 4.30 Stress increment direction vs. axial strain
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4.6.13 Peak Strength State

Data points of peak strength corresponding to the imposed constant strain 

increment ratios of strain softening (c) shown in Figure 4.31 were picked up from the 

stress path plots in Figure 4.26(c). It can be noted in Figure 4.31 that peak strength (SlJeak) 

reduces significantly with increasing expansive volumetric deformation. No peak stress 

state was exhibited by the Fraser River sand for c values larger than -0.05, hence data is 

only available for £=-Q. 10 and below.

The relationship between friction angle at peak strength and c is shown in 

Figure 4.32. It can be seen that the stress ratio at which strain softening is triggered is 

dependent on the rate of volume inflow. The friction angle mobilized at peak strength 

{(f)pCak) significantly decreases with increasing expansive drainage.

Peak strength reduces from about 63kPa to 44kPa when the volume inflow rate 

increases from £=-0.10 to £=-1.00. It should be noted that decreases from about 

26.5° to 21° when negative drainage increases from -0.10 to -1.00. Reduction of relative 

density during the expansive drainage to the sample can partially explain why <f>peak 

reduces with the increasing volume inflow rate.
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Figure 4.31 Peak strength vs. imposed constant strain increment ratio
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Figure 4.32 Friction angle at peak strength vs. imposed constant strain 
increment ratio
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4.6.1.4 Peak Pore Pressure State

The stress states corresponding to the state of peak pore pressure is significant in 

geotechnical analysis, as it corresponds to the state of minimum effective stress. In 

undrained tests, this state is called the phase transformation as it corresponds to the 

transformation of soil from a contractive state into a dilative one. However, in these tests, 

it is a reflection of the boundary conditions. Nevertheless, it is an important state because 

in strain softening materials, it represents the state of minimum strength.

Initially, sand experienced pore pressure increment for all imposed constant strain 

increment ratios in this study. This type of behaviour is generally called contractive 

behaviour. It can be observed from Figure 4.26(b) that after a certain level of deformation 

pore pressure remained constant or started to decrease. Pore pressure reduction during the 

deformation represents dilation. For range of £=-0.10 to £=-1.00, sand exhibits only 

contractive behaviour. Due to the continuous volume inflow, sand experiences strength 

loss and it does not exhibit the dilation after the peak pore pressure. Both contractive and 

dilative behaviour can be noted for £=0.20, 0.15, 0.10, 0.00, and -0.05 during the 

deformation.

Data points of strength corresponding to the state of maximum pore pressure 

(Smi„) as a function of the constant strain increment ratio (g) are shown in Figure 4.33. 

These points were obtained at maximum pore pressure state from illustrated plot shown 

in Figure 4.26(b). A drastic drop occurs from the undrained strength as £ decreases to 

about -0.20. The minimum strength is essentially zero for expansive volumetric strains 

exceeding this value (i.e. £ below -0.20). On the other hand, it can be noted that the 

strength at minimum effective stress state (Smi„) increases significantly with the
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increasing c. The relationship between friction angle at minimum effective stress state 

((f>min) and c for the loosest water pluviated Fraser River sand is shown in Figure 4.34. It 

can be seen that the friction angle mobilized at maximum pore pressure state ($„,„) 

significantly decreases with the increasing c  The friction angle could not be evaluated at 

C values of less than -0 .2 0  because the stresses were essentially zero in these tests at 

maximum contraction.
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Figure 4.33 Strength at minimum effective confining stress vs. imposed 
constant strain increment ratio
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Figure 4.34 Friction angle at minimum effective confining stress vs. imposed 
constant strain increment ratio.

4.6.1.5 Influence of Confining Stresses

As noted earlier, loosest deposited Fraser River sand was tested at two additional 

levels of initial effective confining pressures to investigate the influence of the confining 

pressure. The same ranges of constant strain increment ratios (c) noted above were 

applied to specimens at cr^lOOkPa and 400kPa. The stress-strain responses of the 

Fraser River sand at these confining stresses are illustrated in Figure 4.35 and Figure 

4.36. Figure 4.37 and Figure 4.38 show the pore pressure response. The responses show 

the similar characteristics as the sand consolidated to 200kPa.
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Figure 4.35 Stress-strain response of Fraser River sand for constant strain 
increment ratio tests at o-'^=100kPa
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Figure 4.36 Stress-strain response of Fraser River sand for constant strain 
increment ratio tests at cr5C=400kPa
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Figure 4.38 Pore pressure response of Fraser River sand for constant strain
increment ratio tests at cr}c.=400kPa

Expansive volumetric strains corresponding to £=-0.50, and -1.00 result in zero 

effective stress state, and consequently in zero shear strength at all confining stress levels. 

Strain hardening in the undrained state to strain softening at a small amount of expansive 

volumetric deformation occur at all confining stress levels. To give a clear illustration of 

the influence of ar'sc, data presented earlier has been repotted in Figure 4.39 and Figure 

4.40. These plots show the stress-strain, pore pressure response, and stress path for
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C=0.10 and -0.50 tests, respectively. Figure 4.39 shows the strain hardening response, 

and Figure 4.40 shows the strain softening response.

Considering constant strain increment ratio corresponding to strain hardening as 

shown in Figure 4.39, the degree of increment of stiffness after point of maximum 

pressure increases with increasing <7%. The increment of confining stresses increases the 

relative density of the specimens. Despite the increase in consolidated relative density, 

increasing relative density marginally increases the contractive tendency of the material.

Considering constant strain increment ratio corresponding to strain softening as 

shown in Figure 4.40, peak strength and rate of modulus reduction after the peak increase 

with increasing isotropic consolidation pressure (a'jc). Degree of contractiveness slightly 

decreases with the increasing cj';c because of the increment of the relative density at the 

end of the consolidation.
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Figure 4.41 shows the normalized peak strength vs. constant strain increment 

ratio. It can be seen that peak strength is proportional to effective confining pressure for a 

particular c. Figure 4.42 and Figure 4.43 show the variation of the friction angle at peak 

strength ($*„*) and maximum pore pressure respectively, against the imposed

constant strain increment ratio paths for applied initial effective confining pressures 

( a s c ) .  The relationship of <f>pCa k  and <f>m m  against c  was discussed in earlier sections. <f>p e a k 

and 4>mm increase slightly with increasing a'sc,  This may be a reflection of the effect of 

relative density (Dr), effective confining pressure (cr'sc), and constant strain increment 

ratio (£) on the friction angles.
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Figure 4.41 Normalized peak shear strength vs. constant strain increment ratio
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4.6.2 Constant Strain Increment Ratio Paths: Series-2

In this series of tests, various levels of volumetric strains were imposed on the 

specimen with a unique constant strain increment ratio of c=-0.20. Figure 4.44 shows the 

imposed linear strain paths with g=£y/£a=-0.20, but with limiting the maximum 

volumetric strains of -0.06, -0.12, -0.26, -0.60, -1.2, and -2.0%. Upon reaching the 

prescribed maximum volumetric strain, the sample was disconnected from DPVC and 

continuously sheared under the undrained condition. The above described strain paths 

were imposed on identical specimens hydrostatically consolidated to 200kPa.

Constant strain increment 
' ratio, £=-020

-1.6

CO

E -0.8

-0.4

1080 2 64
Axial strain, ea (%) 

Figure 4.44 Imposed constant increment ratio paths
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4.6.2.1 Monotonic Compression Loading

Figure 4.45 illustrates the stress-strain response of the loose Fraser River sand 

subjected to strain paths shown in Figure 4.44. Initially, the strength of the sand increases 

until reaching the peak. From the instance of the peak strength, sand loses its load 

carrying capacity while subjected to expansive volumetric strain. The sand at this relative 

density and confining pressure levels exhibits strain hardening response under undrained 

loading (Figure 4.1). The initial expansive volumetric strain imposed transforms the 

behaviour into strain softening. When the undrained state was reinstated, the strain 

hardening response was revived. Once the state becomes undrained, the sample starts to 

regain its strength on account of dilation. It can be noted that rate of stiffness increment 

decreases with increasing imposed expansive volumetric strain.
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Figure 4.45 Stress-strain response of Fraser River sand for constant strain 
increment ratio tests
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Figure 4.46 illustrates the pore pressure response for the imposed strain paths 

shown in Figure 4.44. Different levels of maximum excess pore pressures were generated 

during tests. Maximum positive excess pore pressure generated increases with increasing 

amount of volumetric strain imposed. The sand exhibits dilative behaviour once 

undrained conditions were enforced.
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Figure 4.46 Pore pressure response of Fraser River sand for constant strain 
increment ratio tests

4.63 Constant Strain Increment Ratio Paths: Series-3

Figure 4.47 shows another set of strain paths imposed on loose Fraser River sand. 

Total expansive volumetric strain of 0.6% was imposed by shearing the sand at constant 

strain increment ratios of £=-0.20, -0.40, -0.60, -0.80 and -1.00. After reaching the
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required constant volumetric strain of 0.60%, deformation was continued under the 

undrained state.

-0 .8

-0 .6

c
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Figure 4.47 Imposed constant strain increment ratio paths

4.6.3.1 Monotonic Compression Loading

Stress-strain behaviour of Fraser River sand subjected to strain paths illustrated in 

Figure 4.47 is shown in Figure 4.48. Sand exhibits strain softening behaviour for all 

imposed strain paths until sample reaches the undrained state. It can be noted that peak 

strength decreases with increasing rate of volume inflow. Strain softening tendency 

increases with increasing volume inflow rate. Differences in the peak may be attributed to 

minor changes in void ratio.
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Figure 4.48 Stress-strain response of Fraser River sand for constant strain 
increment ratio tests

After reaching the 0.6% of volumetric strain, the sand immediately exhibits strain 

hardening behaviour under subsequent undrained loading. The degree of stiffness 

increment from the instance of undrained state increases with increasing volume inflow 

rate (from £=-0 .2 0  to £=-1.0 0 ).

Figure 4.49 exhibits the pore pressure response during the imposed strain paths. 

Maximum positive excess pore pressure is generated for higher rate of volume inflow, 

£=-1.00. Degree of dilation increases with the increasing volume inflow rate from £=-

0 .2 0  to £=-1.0 0 .
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Figure 4.49 Pore pressure response of Fraser River sand for constant strain 
increment ratio tests

4.7 Non-Linear Strain Increment Ratio Paths

The study of simultaneous change of pore pressure and volume in granular 

materials was extended by imposing non-linear increment strain ratio paths. The general 

form of imposed non-linear paths for this study is given by following equation.

e ,= a ( l -«* '•) ( « )

Here, a, b are the constants for a particular strain path. Constant a determines the

total volumetric strain to be imposed and constant b influences rate of the volume transfer

into the specimen. In this study, values of a and b were selected in the ranges of

-0.90%< a <0.60% and -2.25< b <-0.45 
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4.7.1 Non-Linear Strain Increment Ratio Paths: Series-1

Figure 4.50 shows the imposed strain paths for the maximum allowed total 

volumetric strains of 0.60, 0.30, 0.00, -0.30,-0.60, and -0.90%. In each strain path, 90% 

of the total volumetric strain was imposed at 3% of axial strain by selecting constant b as 

-0.75. All these tests were carried out on loosest deposited Fraser River sand at 200kPa 

effective confining stress.
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Figure 4.50 Imposed non-linear strain increment ratio paths

4.7.1.1 Monotonic Compression Loading

Figure 4.51 shows stress-strain response during the imposed non-linear strain 

increment ratio paths. It can be noted that at every stage of the axial deformation, volume 

inflow (expansive drainage) exhibits the lower strength than undrained, and volume
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outflow results higher strength than undrained as noted in the case of constant strain

increment ratio paths.
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Figure 4.51 Stress-strain response of Fraser River sand for non-linear strain 
increment ratio tests

Since Fraser River sand at loosest state is strain hardening when undrained, it 

exhibits fully strain hardening response in the tests with volume outflow. It exhibits 

partial strain softening response for expansive drainage of £v=-0.90, -0.60 and -0.30%. 

Higher amount of volume inflow results in lower peak strength (Speak) and lower strength 

corresponding to maximum pore pressure (Smi„). The degree of strain softening increases 

with increasing expansive volumetric strain.
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Figure 4.52(a) depicts pore pressure response of loosest Fraser River sand for the 

above mentioned strain paths and Figure 4.52(b) shows the effective stress paths in s-t 

space. Progressively, larger excess pore pressures are generated as the expansive 

volumetric strain increase. Figure 4.53 shows the variation of normalized maximum 

excess pore pressure with maximum volumetric strain. The maximum positive excess 

pore pressure reduces significantly from £,=-0.90 to £,.=0.60%. It should be noted that 

some changes in relative density occurs in this tests. Volume inflow tests cause a 

reduction in relative density, and volume outflow tests cause an increase in relative 

density. However, the effect of change in relative density is expected to be minimal.
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Figure 4.52(a) Pore pressure response of Fraser River sand for non-linear strain 
increment ratio tests
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Figure 4.52(b) Stress path of Fraser River sand for non-linear strain increment 
ratio tests

Data points of peak strength corresponding to the imposed total volumetric strain 

are shown in Figure 4.54. It can be noted that peak strength decreases significantly with 

increasing expansive volumetric deformation. Variation of friction angle at peak strength 

(foeak) against imposed total volume is shown in Figure 4.55. It can be seen that the 

friction angle mobilized at peak strength ($,«,*) significantly reduces with the increasing 

volume inflow (from £,=-0.30% to £.=-0.90%). Decrement of relative density during the 

expansive volumetric strain of the sample can partially explain why <f>peak decreases with 

the increasing volume inflow.
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Figure 4.53 Normalized maximum excess pore pressure vs. imposed total 
volumetric strain

Data points of strength at maximum pore pressure (Smm) state corresponding to the 

imposed total volume are shown in Figure 4.56. The strength at the maximum pore 

pressure increases from 20kPa to 125kPa when the total volumetric strain increases from 

sv —0.90% to €v =0.60%. The relationship between friction angle at maximum pore 

pressure, and imposed total volume for the loosest water pluviated Fraser River sand 

is shown in Figure 4.57. significantly increases from higher excessive drainage (sv 

=0.60%) to higher expansive drainage (&, —0.90%).
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Figure 4.54 Peak strength vs. imposed total volumetric strain for non-linear 
strain increment ratio tests
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Figure 4.55 Friction angle at peak strength vs. imposed total volumetric strain 
for non-linear strain increment ratio tests
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Figure 4.57 Friction angle at minimum effective confining stress vs. imposed 
total volumetric strain
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4.7.1.2 Strain Increment, Stress and Stress Increment Direction

The variation of the direction of strain increment (/?) and stress increment (a) is 

investigated in every stress direction (#) throughout the entire deformation. Figure 4.58 

depicts the imposed strain paths in deviatoric (sj) and volumetric (5 .) strain space. Figure 

4.59 exhibits the imposed strain increment direction {fi) against the axial strain. Initially, 

P  increases gradually, and reaches a value of 90° as the state becomes essentially 

undrained for tests subjected to contractive volumetric strain. For the volume inflow or 

expansive volumetric deformation, p decreases gradually, and reaches 90°.
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Figure 4.58 Strain paths for non-linear strain increment ratio tests
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Figure 4.59 Strain increment direction (p) vs. axial strain for non-linear strain 
increment ratio tests

Figure 4.60 shows the stress direction (8) throughout the deformation. Initially 

stress direction (8) increases rapidly, and reaches a constant value equal to the slope of 

maximum obliquity. The relationship of stress increment direction (a) against axial strain 

is depicted in Figure 4.61. During the imposition of £=0.60%, 0.30%. and 0.00%, sand 

experiences loading throughout the entire deformation. Initially, the sample with imposed 

£=0.60% is under loading phase where a  is between 8 and 90° (stress path A. Figure

2.15). In the early stage of deformation, sand tested under the imposition of £,=0.30% 

and 0.00% also experiences loading, and a  is between 90° and 180° (stress path B, Figure

2.15). In the final part of the imposed deformation, a  returns to the range of 0and 90° for

£=0.60%, 0.30% and 0.00% (stress path A, Figure 2.15).
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Considering tests that exhibited strain softening response (£v-=-0.30%, -0.60% and 

-0.90%), at the initial deformation, the sample is under the loading phase where a  is 

between 90° and 180° (stress path B, Figure 2.15). The sample enters the unloading phase 

after reaching the peak strength when a  is between 180° and 180°+# (stress path F, 

Figure 2.17). During the final part of the deformation, the sample enters the loading 

phase where stress increment direction (a) and stress direction (0) coincide and reaches a 

constant value of slope of maximum obliquity line. Figure 4.62 exhibits the variation of 

strain increment direction with stress increment direction. No unique association is 

observed between strain increment and stress increment direction.
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Figure 4.60 Stress direction, (0) vs. axial strain for non-linear strain increment 
ratio tests
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Figure 4.61 Stress increment direction (a) vs. axial strain for non-linear strain 
increment ratio tests
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4.7.2 Non-Linear Strain Increment Ratio Paths: Series-2

A set of non-linear, gradually decreasing strain increment ratio paths as shown in 

Figure 4.63 with limiting maximum volumetric strain of -0.60% were imposed on loose 

Fraser River sand consolidated to 200kPa hydrostatic confining stress. During the 

application of the above mentioned strain paths, 90% of total volumetric strain were 

imposed at 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5% of axial strain, respectively. Studies on these strain paths 

may yield the effects of different rates volume inflow.

4.7.2.1 Monotonic Compression Loading

Figure 4.64 shows stress-strain response of the sand during the application of the 

strain paths illustrated in Figure 4.63. Sand exhibits partial strain softening behaviour for 

all imposed strain paths. Strain softening tendency increases with increasing volume 

inflow rate. Consequently, peak strength and strength at minimum effective confining 

stress decreases with increasing volume inflow rate.

Figure 4.65 illustrates the pore pressure response for imposed strain paths. 

Maximum pore pressure generated increases with the increasing volume inflow rate. 

Figure 4.66 and Figure 4.67 show the variation of the strength and friction angle at peak 

state. Peak strength (Speak) decreases significantly and friction angle ($>«,*) at peak 

strength decreases slightly with increasing volume inflow rate. Figure 4.68 and Figure 

4.69 show the variation of the strength and friction angle at minimum effective confining 

stress for the imposed strain paths. Strength and friction angle (<pmm) increase with 

the decreasing volume inflow rate.
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Figure 4.63 Imposed non-linear strain increment ratio paths
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Figure 4.64 Stress-strain response of Fraser River sand for non-linear strain
increment ratio tests
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Figure 4.65 Pore pressure response of Fraser River sand for non-linear strain 
increment ratio tests
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Figure 4.66 Peak strength vs. axial strain at £y,,go
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Figure 4.67 Friction angle at peak strength vs. axial strain at £v.go 
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Figure 4.68 Strength at minimum effective confining stress vs. axial strain at
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSIONS

Triaxial tests on both water pluviated Fraser River sand and Silica sand have 

been conducted over a range of confining stresses under a variety of drainage boundary 

conditions. The behaviour of these sands was studied by imposing simultaneous changes 

in pore pressure and volume in a controlled manner, and under conventional drained and 

undrained loading. All tests were conducted under triaxial compression loading mode. 

The simultaneous changes in pore pressure and volume were imposed by different types 

of strain paths. Partially drained behaviour was studied under the effective confining 

pressure of 200kPa for Fraser sand and Silica sand. The behaviour of sands under linear 

strain ratio paths were studied under 100, 200, and 400kPa hydrostatic consolidation 

pressure for both sands. Non-linear strain increment ratio tests were carried out on Fraser 

River sand specimens hydrostatically consolidated to 200kPa. The experimental results 

lead to the following conclusions:

1. At the loosest deposited state, undrained response of Fraser River sand is strain 

hardening, and that of Silica sand is partial strain softening under triaxial 

compression loading. As reported in the literature, the tendency for strain 

softening increases with the increasing initial effective confining pressure, despite 

some increase in relative density at end of the consolidation for both sands. Peak 

strength increases with increasing a but it occurs at a constant value of friction 

angle of about 19° for Silica sand. In addition, the friction angle at phase 

transformation is about 31 ° for Silica sand, and 32° for Fraser River sand. Friction
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angle at maximum obliquity is 31.9° for Silica sand, and 36.9° for Fraser River 

sand.

2. Strength and initial stiffness increase with increasing effective confining pressure 

(cr'sc) under drained shear for both sands tested. After reaching the peak, no 

significant strength reduction occurs. The amount of volume contraction increases 

considerably with increasing confining stress for Fraser River sand, despite 

associated increase in relative density. However, no such variation is noted in 

rounded Silica sand. Friction angles at peak strength are 36.9° and 31.9 for loose 

Fraser River sand and Silica sand respectively, and this angle is independent of 

cr'sc The friction angle at peak strength increases with increasing relative density 

under a particular confining stress.

3. Sands exhibit a systematic change in their stress-strain response as drainage 

condition varies from drained to undrained. Strength at maximum pore pressure 

(Smi„) increases with increasing degree of drainage. Friction angle ($»,„) remains 

essentially constant at this state regardless degree of drainage (A). It was noted 

that mobilized friction angle at the minimum effective confining stress state in 

partially drained tests is equal to the friction angle mobilized at phase 

transformation in undrained loading.

4. During the monotonic loading, expansive drainage results in lower strength than 

undrained. This situation may constitute loading conditions that are more 

damaging than undrained. A little amount of expansive drainage in Fraser River 

sand can transform an undrained strain hardening response into a strain softening 

one. However, it transforms the partial strain softening response to a fully strain
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softening one in Silica sand. On the other hand, excessive drainage results in 

higher strength than drained. Both peak strength (Speak) and friction angle at peak 

strength (<fipCak) decrease significantly with increasing expansive drainage. Shear 

strength at minimum effective confining stress (Smin) increases from expansive to 

excessive drainage, and friction angle at minimum effective confining stress ($„,„) 

decreases from expansive to excessive drainage.

5. For a particular constant strain increment ratio, mobilized friction angle at peak 

strength ($*.<,*) increases slightly, and normalized peak strength is constant 

regardless of the effective confining pressure Smin increases with increasing 

a  sc, and <j)mm increases slightly with increasing cr'?£.

6 . Behaviour of sands under non-linear strain increment ratio paths is qualitatively 

similar to that noted under linear strain increment ratio paths. Peak shear strength 

(Speak) decreases with increasing expansive drainage, and shear strength at 

minimum effective confining stress (Smi„) increases from expansive to excessive 

drainage. Friction angle at peak strength (<ppeak) decreases significantly with 

increasing expansive drainage, and friction angle at minimum effective confining 

stress (fain) increases significantly as drainage changes from excessive to 

expansive.

7. Stress and strain increment directions were evaluated and compared. Strain 

increment directions were based on the measured total strains. It was observed 

that the stress and strain increment directions are not coincident. The nature of the 

stress increment vector was dependent not only on the strain increment vector, but 

also on the current effective stress state.
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Based on the results of the experimental work, the following suggestions are given for the 

future research:

1. Studies on the partially drained behaviour of the sand should extend to the 

initial stress ratio other than 1.0 (/f^l.O), and to various densities, such 

non hydrostatic initial state is representative of the field conditions.

2. This study has been limited to triaxial compression loading only. Soil 

behaviour is known to be path dependent. Simultaneous changes in pore 

pressure and volume in granular material can be studied under the 

generalized stress condition.

3. Construction of an appropriate yield surface and plastic potential for soil 

deformation during the simultaneous change in pore pressure and volume 

will yield useful information in modeling.
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Appendix A
(Silica Sand Data)
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Figure A-l Imposed constant strain increment ratio paths on Silica sand
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Figure A-2 Stress-strain response of Silica sand for constant strain increment 
ratio tests at cr}c= lOOkPa
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Figure A-3 Pore pressure response of Silica sand for constant strain increment 
ratio tests at cr 3<=1 OOkPa
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Figure A-4 Stress path of Silica sand for constant strain increment ratio tests at 
a'jc=l OOkPa
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Figure A-5 Stress-strain response of Silica sand for constant strain increment
ratio tests at <x jv=200kPa
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Figure A-6  Pore pressure response of Silica sand for constant strain increment 
ratio tests at a  3C=2 0 0 kPa
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Figure A-8  Stress-strain response of Silica sand for constant strain increment 
ratio tests at cr}c=400kPa
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Figure A-9 Pore pressure response of Silica sand for constant strain increment 
ratio tests at <75C=400kPa
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Figure A-10 Stress path of Silica sand for constant strain increment ratio tests at
crjc=400kPa
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Figure A-13 Stress increment direction vs. axial strain of Silica sand under
partially drained loading
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Figure A-14 Strain increment direction vs. stress increment direction of Silica 
sand under partially drained loading
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Figure A-15 Imposed constant strain increment ratio paths on Silica sand in £j
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Figure A-16 Stress increment direction vs. axial strain of Silica sand for 
constant strain increment ratio tests at <T5C=1 OOkPa
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Figure A-l 7 Stress increment direction vs. axial strain of Silica sand for 
constant strain increment ratio tests at a  jv=200kPa
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Figure A-l 8 Stress increment direction vs. axial strain of Silica sand for 
constant strain increment ratio tests at a  jc=400kPa
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Appendix B
(Data of triaxial apparatus components)
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B-l Calibration of Triaxial Apparatus Components

Performance of components of triaxial apparatus was checked against standard 

measurements. The following triaxial components were calibrated:

• Gage head (Linear potentiometer)

• Linear Variable Displacement Transducer (L VDT)

• Cell Pressure Transducer (CPT)

• Pore Pressure Transducers (PPT)

• Differential Pressure Transducer (DPT)

• Volume stepper motor drive.

• Axial stepper motor drive

• Load cell

B-l.l Gage Head (Linear Potentiometer) and Linear Variable Displacement

Transducer (LVDT)

Linear potentiometer and LVDT are most widely used electronic devices for the 

measurement of axial deformation during the triaxial test. The maximum linear travel of a 

gauging probe denotes its gage range of LVDT. LVDT was calibrated with a precision 

micrometer with the least count of 0.002 mm. Voltage changes were measured against 

the step-by-step downward and upward movement of the LVDT. As shown in Figure B- 

1, gain of gage head obtained from gradient is -10.0942p.rn/mV. Gain of the Extra LVDT 

is -5.0833(im/mV as shown in Figure B-2.
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Figure B-2 Displacement vs. voltage change for LVDT
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B-1.2 Cel! Pressure Transducer (CPT) and Pore Pressure Transducer (PPT)

The pressure transducer converts pressure into an analog electrical signal. Various 

types of pressure transducers have been used for precise measurement of pressure. The 

actual output is directly proportional to the pressure transducer input power or excitation. 

The CPT and PPT were calibrated using the portable documenting pressure calibrator 

(Model No: DPI 610) with the lease count of O.OlkPa. Transducer output readings in mV 

were collected with the increment and decrement of pressure. Figure B-3 and Figure B-4 

show the variation of voltage changes against pressure. Gains of CPT and PPT, 

calculated from the gradient of the plots, are 70.7127 Pa/mV and 71.0171 Pa/mV, 

respectively.
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Figure B-3 Pressure vs. voltage change for CPT
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Figure B-4 Pressure vs. voltage change for PPT

B-l 3  Differential Pressure Transducer (DPT)

Differential pressure ("psi differential") is measured relative to a specific 

reference pressure. The differential pressure equals the gage pressure if the reference 

pressure is atmospheric. Normally, a differential pressure transducer will have two 

pressure ports, and its pressure reading is obtained by subtracting the pressure at the low 

port from that at the high port. Differential or gage (static) pressure is converted to be 

proportional electrical output for either unidirectional or bi-directional pressure ranges. 

Differential pressure transducer with a zero to 5V DC output is used for the volume 

change measurement during the triaxial test. DPT was calibrated by changing the water 

height through the scaled tube. This permits calibration of DPT to measure volume
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change. Figure B-5 shows the variation of the DPT voltage reading with the change of the 

differential pressure. Gain of the DPT is 3.1389mm7mV.

B-1.4 Axial Load Stepper Motor Drive and Volume Controller Stepper Motor Drive

During the calibration, displacement was measured by an LVDT against the 

applied pulses to determine the number of pulses per millimeter displacement of axial 

load motor drive. For the calibration of volume controller stepper motor drive of DPVC, 

volume change was measured against number of pulses. Figure B-6  shows variation of 

the number of applied pulses and the displacement of axial stepper motor and Figure B-7 

depicts the variation of applied number of pulses, and volume change of volume stepper 

motor. Axial stepper motor displaced for one pulse by 1.25xl0'5mm (i.e. 79700 

pulses/mm). The volumetric controller required 54100 pulses to induce one cubic 

centimeter of volume change.

B-1.5 Load Cell

A load cell converts applied load into an analog electrical signal. This conversion 

is commonly performed by the deformation of strain gages, which are attached on the 

load cell beam and wired into a Wheatstone bridge configuration. The strain will produce 

an electrical resistance change proportional to the load. "S" beam load cell used can 

measure both compressive and tensile loads. Figure B-8  depicts a variation of applied 

load against the load cell reading. From gradient of the plot, gain of the load is 

determined as 139.9335g/mV.
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Figure B-6  No. of applied pulses vs. displacement for axial motor drive
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Figure B-7 No. of applied pulses vs. volume change for volume stepper motor
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Figure B-8  Applied load vs. voltage change for load cell
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